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 ABSTRACT 
BLACK-LED MULTIETHNIC CHURCHES: 
UNDERSTANDING THE UNIQUE CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES   
by 
Brian L. Taylor 
The Church in North America seems to be waking up to the reality of Ephesians 
2:14 and ethnic divisions within the church are beginning to break down.  In 1998, 
according to the National Congregations Survey (NCS), 7.4 percent of all congregations 
were multiethnic (Edwards and Kim 213).  In a more recent study in 2010 by the Faith 
Communities Survey, that number went to 13.7 percent (Edwards and Kim 213).  This is 
a six percent increase!  The question, however, is who gets to lead these churches and 
how can leaders of all ethnicities be equipped to pastor in a multiethnic and multicultural 
environment?  When examining multiethnic churches, we find that anywhere between 68 
percent and 70 percent are headed by White pastors (Edwards 56; Dougherty and 
Emerson 16).  This project will seek to explore the unique challenges and opportunities 
African-Americans face when leading multiethnic churches in the United States.  This 
project centered around three main questions: What are the challenges faced by pastors of 
any ethnicity when leading a multiethnic church?  How do these challenges differ for 
Black pastors?  Finally, how have these pastors navigated these challenges?  The 
participants included ten Black pastors leading multiethnic churches and ten White 
pastors leading multiethnic churches.  Through a mixed methods approach including 
surveys and interviews, I discovered seven reoccurring issues pastors faced when leading 
multiethnic churches.  However, although there are many similar challenges shared by 
 
both Black and White pastors, there are also challenges that are unique to Black pastors.  
Along with understanding the challenges of leading multiethnic churches, this project 
also yielded insights to how these pastors have navigated these potential problems.  This 
pre-intervention research reveals implications for denominations, pastors, and staff 
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Recently my mother reminded me of something that put my entire doctoral 
journey into perspective.  On both of my parent’s side, none of my grandparents had an 
education beyond Middle School.  In fact, my dad grew up as a share-cropper in Virginia.  
My dad recounted the story of how before heading to school he and his siblings would 
often have to go into the fields.  These same fields were waiting for him when they 
returned from school, often preventing his involvement in other extra curricular activities.  
His mother would often say, “Son, I want better for you than this, but right now there’s 
nothing I can do.”  This work is in honor of the sacrifices and dreams of my parents and 
their parents as well.  The love and support from my mother and father, brothers and 
sister has been nothing less than amazing. 
I am appreciative beyond words to my friends, mentors, and leaders in Every 
Nation Ministries.   I would not have been exposed to the topic of multiethnic churches if 
God did not use the people in this ministry to lovingly model it for me.  Thank you Tim 
Johnson, Rice Brooks, and so many others that I cannot name.  I want to give a special 
thank you to the Asbury 8: Nixon Ing, David Houston, Chris Johnson, Delvin Pikes, 
Manny Carlos, Noel Ladecho, and a very big thank you to Steve Murrell.  Pastor Steve, 
you know what you and your wife did in helping me on this doctoral journey and I will 
forever be grateful.  I have always admired you as a leader, but I am glad to call you 
friend.   
Bethel Cincinnati, you have been so gracious with me.  So many of our staff and 
congregants have been so supportive of my efforts.  I am not sure how I could have done 
this without the Bethel Cincinnati staff and pastoral team.  Thanks for your prayers, 
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encouragement, and understanding when I came in to work a little tired from a late 
night’s work.  Thank you for trusting me as your leader and not running away when 
being part of a multiethnic church was not easy.   
Finally, I want to thank my wife Chavonne and our three kids: Elijah, Saniya, and 
Joshua.  I appreciate the study dates with my wife where we would both be working 
on our assignments with the occasional glance and unspoken encouragement.  To 




 CHAPTER 1 
Overview of the Chapter 
  Chapter one reveals my purpose in addressing challenges and opportunities for 
Black-led multiethnic churches.  This chapter seeks to clarify both the problem and the 
purpose of this project.  There is also a rationale given that is both personal and 
empirically backed.  I lay out the design of the dissertation by presenting the research 
questions, outlining the tools that will help to answer those questions, examining 
methodology, collection, and analysis, and identifying the participants in this project.  
Key terms are defined so the reader can adequately understand the language used 
throughout this project. 
Personal Introduction 
Multiethnic ministry was not always on my radar.  In fact, as a young man 
growing up in a predominately African-American church, multiethnic ministry was not 
even a consideration.  That all changed when I went to college and met a young campus 
minister of a different ethnicity.  We would frequently meet and eventually I went to his 
church.  This was a different experience for me although I could not articulate why at the 
moment.  What I have since come to understand is that God was using that church, Bethel 
World Outreach Church, to expand my paradigm of what church could be and what 
church could look like.  At that stage of my life, not only was I growing spiritually but I 
was doing so while walking closely with people of different colors and cultural 
backgrounds.  I certainly appreciated what God did in my life throughout my childhood; I 




I eventually went into full-time campus ministry and served on several campuses 
in Nashville, TN.  I was not sure if I would ever plant a church or not, but I knew that if I 
did it would be a church that looked like heaven according to Revelation 7:9.  In my 
excitement, I shared that vision with an older pastor in South Carolina who also happened 
to be African-American, but his response was sobering.  He told me in so many words 
that Black people would follow a White pastor, but White people would never follow 
after a Black pastor.  Of course I disagreed, but I had to ask what would bring someone 
that I respected to draw such a conclusion. 
Eventually, my wife and I moved to be a part of a church plant in Orlando, FL led 
by Tim Johnson, another Black pastor.  I was able to witness some great successes but 
also watched our pastor navigate the challenges of starting and leading a multiethnic 
church as an African American.  During this time. I also helped to take over a fledgling 
campus ministry that was primarily for Black students.  Because multiethnic ministry was 
in my heart, my attempt was to lead this ministry to a more multiethnic model.  There 
were many challenges that came along with doing this, but I was convinced these Black 
students had something to offer the entire campus not just students who looked like them.   
I realized later that God was using my wife and my experience in Orlando to 
prepare us for planting and leading a multiethnic church in Cincinnati with the intentional 
emphasis on diversity.  In the early days, I had a conversation with a local pastor of a 
multiethnic church, Chris Beard.  He told me that he had been praying for God to send 
black church planters like me to lead multiethnic churches in the city.  He genuinely 
believes, as a white pastor, that Black-led multiethnic churches can break the back of the 
devil in our nation.   
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In a city like Cincinnati, there is a great opportunity to be a testimony by 
reflecting heaven’s diversity in the church, especially in light of the history of racial 
tension there.  However, there are also great challenges in a city like Cincinnati as well.  
Not only have I seen these challenges first-hand, but I have also talked with other Black 
pastors who desire to lead multiethnic churches but feel ill equipped to do so.  I have 
undertaken this project with them in mind. 
Statement of the Problem 
This project will seek to explore the unique challenges and opportunities African-
Americans face when leading multiethnic churches in the United States.  Although 
multiethnic churches are becoming more common in America, these churches are still 
rare.  Much has been written about this subject in the recent past.  However, much less 
has been written about multiethnic churches led by Black pastors and leaders.  There is a 
need to better articulate and understand these dynamics for Blacks desiring to lead 
multiethnic churches and for people of other ethnicities that desire to create an 
environment for Blacks to lead.   
Without identifying the challenges of Black-led multiethnic churches, the Church 
will be limited in her ability to empower future leaders in the church.  The United States 
is diversifying, yet division in this nation and in the Church still run deep.  There will be 
a greater need for leaders from every ethnicity in the future that are ready to lead people 
from every ethnicity.  
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Purpose of the Project 
The purpose of this project is to better understand the nature of Black pastors 
leading multiethnic churches by identifying the unique barriers and best practices in 
Black-led multiethnic churches in the state of Ohio and surrounding areas.  
Research Questions 
Research Question #1 
What common challenges do pastors face when attempting to lead multiethnic 
churches? 
Research Question #2 
How are these challenges different or more intensified for Black pastors as 
compared with non-Black pastors?  
Research Question #3 
How have these Black pastors overcome or attempted to overcome these 
challenges?   
Rationale for the Project 
The first and most important reason for the importance of this topic is the 
overwhelming biblical attention given to the topic of inclusion across ethnic lines in the 
Body of Christ.  This is seen in Old Testament Scripture in places like Genesis 12:3 
where God gives Abram a promise that through him “all the families of the earth will be 
blessed” (NASB).  God’s plan of redemption of the world includes blessing all the 
families through one family.  Jesus, who is of the lineage of Abraham (Matt. 1:1), came 
as the ultimate fulfillment of this promise.  This is why Paul reminds us that all those who 
are of the faith are “blessed with Abraham” (Gal. 3:9).   
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Not only is the biblical emphasis on the multiethnic family of God woven into 
Old Testament narrative, but it is clearly seen in New Testament texts as well.  Ephesians 
reveals that as people of faith we are now part of one family where the walls of division 
between Jew and Gentile have been broken (Eph. 2:14).  The early Church struggled with 
this concept, but Jesus was committed to this truth even when His followers were not.  
Acts gives us repeated examples of the Church growing in this revelation.  The clearest 
picture of God’s heart for multiethnic church is seen in Revelation 7:9.  We see people 
from every tribe, tongue, and nation surrounding the throne and worshipping the Lamb. 
This topic may be just catching on here in the United States in recent years, but it has 
been on God’s heart from the beginning. 
The second rationale for this project is not only seen on pages of Scripture but in 
the demographic shifts of our day.  The United States is diversifying before our very 
eyes.  According to the Pew Research’s population forecast, the landscape of America’s 
ethnic makeup is shifting (Rah 14).  “Non-Hispanic whites, who made up 67% of the 
population in 2005, will be 47% in 2050. Hispanics will rise from 14% of the population 
in 2005 to 29% in 2050. Blacks were 13% of the population in 2005 and will be roughly 
the same proportion in 2050. Asians, who were 5% of the population in 2005, will be 9% 
in 2050” (Passel and Cohn).  
We do not have to project all the way to 2050 to realize that the change is already 
here with our ethnic populations.  When we look at those born in the eighties and 
nineties, also known as millennials, four out of ten are non-white (Shellnutt, “Meet the 
Rappers . . .” 35).  As many of those in this demographic are now adults and coming into 
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leadership positions throughout society, the picture of what leadership is looking like in 
the United States is shifting as well.  
Thirdly, the body of Christ has an opportunity to use these shifts in demographics 
to help further its mission, or the lack of readiness will hurt the progress of the mission 
severely.  Interacting with people of differing ethnicities will increasingly become harder 
to avoid.  Being equipped for cross-cultural ministry will be a necessary skillset for any 
relevant leader in our society.  If we do not learn to be intentional about cross-cultural 
ministry, we will lose a relevant voice in our culture and alienate communities where 
diversity is becoming more normal.  Missionaries that go overseas know they are going 
in a new environment so they take the time to learn their new culture.  However, many 
pastors that work domestically assume they already know their culture and, therefore, 
“speak about reconciliation with little cultural awareness” (Barna Group).  This project 
seeks to better equip not only black pastors but all Christians to better navigate a world 
that is becoming more diverse over time. 
Lastly, the reason for this project is to help fill the void of a knowledge gap that is 
obvious in the church’s understanding of this subject.  While there is room for 
encouragement at the progress in the growth of multiethnic churches, there seems to be a 
low number of these churches that are led by African Americans or minorities in general.  
If the Church in America is to become more multiethnic, then it is going to require 
pastors from all ethnicities leading this charge.  As an African-American who pastors a 
church that is very multiethnic, I see the challenges of leading people of all colors as a 
Black man.  I also see the great opportunities as a Black man leading people from all 
different backgrounds as well.  I know there are more out there doing this and others that 
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desire to do this.  My hope is to help uncover practices that will better equip these pastors 
who have the will, but not the understanding, to lead in this way.   
 
Definition of Key Terms 
Ethnicity and Race: 
Conversations concerning race and ethnicity have been going on for a long time 
with a wide range of perspectives which is why clarification is needed.  While many use 
race and ethnicity interchangeably, I have chosen to use ethnicity more often than race 
because it is my conviction that all people are of the same race, the human one.  Ethnicity 
speaks more to the culture while race speaks to the biological makeup.  As Dr. Alvin 
Sanders notes, “Ethnicity groups are people who share a common sense of peoplehood” 
(Sanders 59).  This also includes genetic characteristics as well (Sanders 59). 
African American/Black: 
The term Black and African American will be used interchangeably for the 
purposes of this project.  The researcher understands that it is possible for someone to be 
culturally African with roots from Africa and still be non-Black, yet this project uses the 
term African Americans to refer to Black Americans.   It is also true that using the terms 
Black and White often fall within more of a racial construct, describing people based on 
appearance rather than culture.  However, the intent here is to have clear language for 
purposes of this project. 
White/Caucasian: 
These terms will at times be used interchangeably, but the default term for those 
with Eurocentric roots will be simply White.  Again, this is a term born from the 
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racialization of our society, yet for clarity sake, it will serve a purpose in differentiating 
groupings of participants in this project. 
Multiethnic Churches:  
These are churches where the dominant ethnicity is no more than 80 percent.  
This has become a standard way of identifying multiethnic congregations based on the 
shift from “tokenism” to influence from minority groups (Edwards and Kim 213). 
Delimitations 
This project will include pastors and congregants from several Protestant 
Christian traditions in Ohio, or within a five-hour drive of Cincinnati, Ohio, located in the 
United States.  This research does not include multiethnic churches from the West Coast 
of the United States, the Southern United States, or any states beyond a five-hour drive 
from Cincinnati, Ohio.  Therefore, some of the findings may apply differently to states 
outside of Ohio.  This study will focus on multiethnic churches which is defined as at 
least no more than 80 percent of any majority ethnicity.  The study will look at data 
strictly from the practitioners who are actually leading in multiethnic contexts or those 
intentionally attempting to do so.   
The group of pastors will include both Blacks and Whites but at least half of the 
population will be African-Americans.  The surveys will give room for the pastors to 
self-identify rather than the researcher assigning an ethnicity.  Other ethnicities will not 
be studied as closely in this project, but I hope this will lead to future study beyond this 
project on other ethnicities leading multiethnic churches and ministries.  
This project looks from the perspective of pastors but leaves out congregants.  My 
suggestion for future study is to conduct questionnaires and interviews with 
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congregations of multiethnic churches.  Perhaps the different challenges and 
opportunities go beyond those faced from the pastors of these multiethnic churches and 
are prevalent with the congregants as well. 
Review of Relevant Literature  
This project consulted different fields of discipline in order to better understand 
the dynamics of multiethnic churches in general and specifically those led by African-
Americans pastors.  The literature review began with laying a biblical and theological 
foundation for multiethnic ministry and from there was broken into four major categories: 
the history of race in America and how the Church has responded, the emergence of the 
Black Church and the Black Preacher, the Protestant multiethnic movement of the last 
few decades, and Blacks leading in multiethnic contexts outside of the church.  
In laying the theological and biblical groundwork, the researcher traces the 
progressive revelation found in Scripture of God’s heart for His multiethnic family.  It 
goes through Genesis’ account of God creating man in His image to the later covenant 
promise to Abraham in Genesis 12:3.  God’s heart to be a blessing to all the families of 
the earth gets ultimately fulfilled in Jesus himself.  Through the death and resurrection of 
Jesus, the ascension of Jesus to the Father, and the giving of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost, 
the way was made for God’s children to truly be reconciled together.  
This project also looked at the Church’s early resistance and gradual acceptance 
of multiethnic ministry by looking at the book of Acts and the Epistles.  This part 
concludes by looking at Revelation 7:9 to get a glimpse of what heaven-like church can 
look like.  There are many who have written on the theology and practice of multiethnic 
ministry, but some of the most prevalent voices now include: Korie Edwards, Mark 
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DeYmaz, Curtiss Paul DeYoung, Michael Emerson, George Yancey, and Karen Chai 
Kim.  There are also many practitioners and mentors who have not written books or 
articles but have modeled biblical conviction for multiethnic ministry that has influenced 
the author’s biblical and theological convictions on this topic. 
In the first section of looking at the Church’s response to race issues, this project 
looked at history of race in America in broad terms.  This part of the study hits highlights 
that stretch from early settlers to slavery, slavery to reconstruction, reconstruction to Jim 
Crow, Jim Crow to civil rights, and civil rights to modern-day race issues in our nation.  
The amount of material on this subject was at times overwhelming, but the works of 
Albert Raboteau, Henry Louis Gates, and Nathan Hatch were helpful in pulling together a 
mosaic of historic events in our nation to make a clearer picture of how the Church in 
America has handled race.  The biggest contributor to this part of the research was Carter 
G. Woodson’s The History of the Negro Church.     
This section also included a look at Black preachers who have led in diverse 
contexts as early as the eighteenth and nineteenth Centuries.  The purpose of this look 
into history was two-fold.  First, it helped to recognize that Blacks leading in multiethnic 
churches is not novel.  Second, it helped to make correlations and differences between the 
challenges of leading back then and leading now.  This helps to bring us closer to our 
research question of discovering whether or not there are challenges that are unique to 
Black pastors in leading multiethnic churches.  
The second section followed up the history of race relations within the North 
America church by addressing specifically the development and uniqueness of the Black 
Church.  Michael Emerson was instrumental in showing how the church went from 
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separate pews to separate congregations.  This portion dealt with the beginnings of Black 
denominations and the theology and practices surrounding the Black Church.  James 
Cone has been a leading voice on this topic for quite some time, especially his work The 
Cross and the Lynching Tree. 
In the third section, we examined the history of the multiethnic movement and 
where the multiethnic movement is now.  This section also seeks to understand different 
types of multiethnic churches.  Michael Emerson’s work on Divided by Faith and the 
follow-up work entitled United By Faith coauthored by Curtiss DeYoung were vital. 
Michael Emerson, George Yancy, and Karen Chai Kim were pillars in this part of the 
study.  We end that section with highlighting the gaps in current research on the topic 
where studies by Korie Edwards helped immensely.     
This project adds to the study by focusing specifically on the dynamics that come 
from African Americans leading within the context of multiethnic ministry in the United 
States.  There has been much written about race in America and even race as it relates to 
the Church in America.  Recently, there has been a massive movement towards 
encouraging multiethnic ministry in parts of the United States.  However, there is a gap in 
studies that target the subject of understanding the challenges and opportunities of Black 
led multiethnic churches.   
The literature review’s final section looks at black leadership in the diverse 
context of education, business, and politics.  The political section primarily investigated 
the election and presidency of Barack Obama while the education and business arenas 
looked more broadly at dynamics of Blacks in leadership.  The purpose of this 
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perspective is to gain better understanding of commonalities in leadership dynamics from 
outside and within the church context. 
The four sections lead us right back to the research questions at hand: What 
common challenges do pastors face when attempting to lead multiethnic churches? 
How are these challenges different or more intensified for Black pastors as compared 
with pastors of other ethnicities, especially White pastors?  Finally, how have Black 
pastors overcome these challenges? 
Research Methodology  
This section will highlight the process and instruments used to answer research 
questions.  The research methodology section is broken into key headings:  types of 
research, participants in the research, instrumentation used in the research, data 
collection, analysis of the data, and generalizability.  In so doing, this portion answers the 
why behind the methodology chosen and will give the reader insight into the methods 
chosen throughout this project. 
This project sought to better understand the dynamics of multiethnic churches 
lead by African-Americans.  The goal in understanding the unique challenges and 
opportunities of these multiethnic churches was to provide pre-intervention tools for 
equipping more pastors down the road.  The research used a mixed-methods approach to 
look at multiethnic churches led by pastors of different ethnicities, for the sake of this 
study Black and White pastors, to compare and contrast.   
Type of Research 
The research here is pre-intervention and will help in the development of tools 
that can promote the leading of multiethnic churches by pastors of all ethnicities, 
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specifically African-Americans.  This quantitative and qualitative research took on a 
mixed methods approach by using two instruments: questionnaires for pastors and 
interviews for pastors.  For the interviews, this project used semi-structured interviews 
with five lead and senior pastors.  
Participants 
The participants in this project were pastors from different ethnicities with half of 
them being African-American pastors that desire to lead multiethnic churches.  While 
there were participants from different faith traditions within the Protestant Christian 
tradition, the pastors who participated at were all in the state of Ohio or the surrounding 
area.  This research looked at twenty pastors with half being African-American pastors 
and the other half being Caucasian pastors.  The reason for this particular selection of 
participants was to learn if there were any significant differences in the challenges that 
African-Americans face in leading multiethnic churches as compared to those of Euro-
American descent.   
The selection criteria did not distinguish between men and women and both were 
included in the study.  The researcher believes this would be an important variable to 
consider in further study on this topic.  This research did not include any ethnicities 
outside of African-American and Caucasian-American pastors. 
Instrumentation  
There were two instruments used for data collection from the pastors in this 
research: questionnaires to pastors (QP) and face-to-face interviews with the pastors (IP).  
The questionnaires were administered through email after a phone call or face-to-face 
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confirmation of the pastor’s participation was established.  They were then sent a consent 
form.  This took a period of four to six weeks.      
         The interviews were done face-to-face and took place over a four-week period. 
This group came from the pool of participants who completed the questionnaires.  These 
were semi-structured interviews that allowed for further exploration of topics addressed 
in the questionnaires.  
Data Collection 
The data collection took place over a four-month period using a mixed methods 
approach.  The first four weeks were spent identifying those that met the selection 
criteria.  The next four weeks were used to distribute and collect the thirty questionnaires 
that were sent out.  This was done primarily through email.  The third month was getting 
the five face-to-face interviews completed from the pastors.  The last four weeks was 
spent following up with any outstanding questionnaires.    
Each instrument correlates with one or more of the research questions in this 
project.  The questionnaires for pastors (QP) addressed all three questions.  This was the 
first instrument implemented which gave great direction for the interviews (IP).  The 
interviews for pastors were used to highlight the different challenges faced when 
pastoring multiethnic churches and how the pastors navigated these challenges.  The 
answers were later contrasted between the interview responses from the Black pastors 
and the other pastors.   
Data Analysis 
This project uses the phenomenological approach to analysis.  The questionnaires 
used quantitative and qualitative approaches and the interviews used qualitative data 
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only.  The questionnaires utilized the Likert Scale using four options: strongly agree, 
agree, disagree, and strongly disagree.  This was later used for descriptive and 
comparative statistics.   For the qualitative components of the questionnaire and the 
interviews, I used a phenomenological approach by identifying significant phrases and 
recurring themes to code the data.   
Generalizability 
There are many aspects of this project that will make this research applicable 
outside of the participant pool used in this study.  This study focused on Black-led 
multiethnic churches by comparing and contrasting responses from Black pastors with 
responses from White pastors leading multiethnic churches.  These same questions can be 
used to compare and contrast pastors who do not identify as Black with other ethnicities 
to identify their unique challenges when leading multiethnic churches.  
There is also a shared history of race that goes beyond the borders of the state of 
Ohio.  There will likely be aspects of the research that would differ from place to place 
depending on differing attitudes towards race and faith in different parts of the country.  
However, these same questions used in the QP and IP could be used for participants 
meeting the same selection criteria in different regions of the country.     
Summary and Project Overview 
Chapter one laid out the what, the why, and the how of this project.  The what was 
seen in the purpose statement and research questions.  The why of the project was shown 
in the personal story and rationale of the project.  Finally, the how of the project was seen 
in the section on research methodologies.   
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Throughout this research, I examined the unique challenges of pastors of African 
American decent that are leading, or who desire to lead, multiethnic churches with the 
hope of better equipping pastors to birth and lead in a multiethnic context.  Chapter two 
will discuss the relevant voices in topics such as race in America, the development of the 
Black Church, and later the multiethnic movement.  Chapter three will walk us through 
the research methodology used in this project for investigating the research questions.  
Chapter four deals with the research and analyzes the findings in a comprehensive way.  
Chapter five will move the project from analysis to implications while highlighting major 




CHAPTER 2  
LITERATURE REVIEW FOR THE PROJECT 
Overview of the Chapter 
This project seeks to understand the dynamics of Black-led multiethnic churches 
and identify the current impediments and opportunities of these multiethnic churches.  In 
this section, we start by laying the Biblical and theological foundations for multiethnic 
ministry, which undergirds the why of this research.  After these foundational building 
blocks are laid, this section will examine four major themes:  the history of the 
evangelical Church and its dealings with race issues beginning prior to Independence of 
1776 all the way to the Civil Rights, the emergence and distinctive of the Black Church, 
the modern multiethnic movement of today, and the correlations of black leaders in 
multiethnic contexts outside and within the church.   
In parallel to the history of Christians’ response to race issues, this project will 
also observe the history of Black preachers who have ministered to and led in multiethnic 
contexts in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.  I will use the term multiethnic to 
describe ministry settings that consist of more than one ethnicity with the themes 
focusing primarily on Blacks and Whites.  I am aware of many different ethnicities that 
need to be a part of this conversation for everybody in the Church to grow. This section 
will conclude with a summary of the literature review.    
Biblical Foundations 
The book of Revelation gives the Church the opportunity to build with the end in 
mind.  In Revelation 7:9, we get a behind the scenes look at heaven, “After these things I 
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looked, and behold, a great multitude which no one could count, from every nation and 
all tribes and peoples and tongues, standing before the throne and before the Lamb.”  
This eschatological picture from John shows us people from all types of ethnicities and 
backgrounds connected with one purpose of worshipping Jesus the Lamb.  Since Jesus 
told us to pray “Thy Kingdom come, Thy will be done in earth, as it is in heaven,” (Matt. 
6:10)  the Church should seek to reflect this heavenly picture by building multiethnic 
worship communities.  In the words of Lesslie Newbigin, “The Christian mission is thus 
to act out in the whole life of the whole world the confession that Jesus is Lord of all” 
(Newbigin, chap.2).    
The Biblical basis for multiethnic ministry does not appear out of nowhere in 
Revelation, but this diversity is revealed from Genesis throughout Revelation.  One of the 
primary characters in Genesis is Abraham.  God made a promise to him that through him 
all the families of the earth would be blessed (Gen. 12:3).  Even in light of the sinful 
condition of humanity, God’s heart was to bless all the families of the earth through 
Abram.  It is through Abram’s lineage that the nation of Israel is formed and later down 
the genealogy Jesus is born (Matt. 1:1). 
Although much of the Old Testament focuses on God’s special relationship with 
Israel, God’s covenant to Abraham is fulfilled through Jesus Christ.  In the book of 
Galatians, Paul reminds us that all those who have faith in Christ are “blessed with 
Abraham” (Gal. 3:9).  This passage was written initially to a Gentile audience who had 
come into a faith largely introduced by Jews.  Not only had the wall of sin separating 
humanity from God been broken down because of Jesus, but also the wall of division 
between Jew and Gentile (Eph. 2:14).   
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Just because the wall was broken down, it does not mean the Church has always 
lived in the reality and blessing of multiethnic ministry.  The early Church struggled with 
the implications of the lines of division being shattered, but, much like today, Jesus was 
committed to this truth even when His followers were not.  This next section will 
examine three stories in Acts which illustrate God’s vision for a multiethnic Church and 
His blessing and grace toward multiethnic ministry.   
Pentecost 
In Acts, 2 the Holy Spirit is poured out for the birthing of the New Testament 
Church. Jesus, after He had been raised from the dead, told His disciples that they were 
going to be filled with the Holy Spirit (Luke 24:47 & Acts 1:8).  As the disciples were 
gathered in Jerusalem in an upper room the Holy Spirit suddenly came and filled the 
entire house like a rushing wind.   
What happened next reveals the way God intended to build this new community 
of faith.  “And when this sound occurred, the crowd came together, and were bewildered 
because each one of them was hearing them speak in his own language” (Acts 2:6).  This 
passage shows the vast diversity of people groups represented here at Pentecost: 
Parthians, Medes, Elamites and residents of Mesopotamia, Judea and Cappadocia, Pontus 
and Asia, Phrygia and Pamphylia, Egypt and the districts of Libya around Cyrene and 
visitors from Rome, both Jews and proselytes, Cretans and Arabs.  They were all hearing 
God praised in their own language (vs. 9-11).  This new community would consist of 
different groups of people from all backgrounds. 
The next question asked in verse 12 is one that the Church has had to wrestle with 
for generations, “What does this mean?”  As the people attempted to make sense of what 
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was happening, Peter stood up and preached the gospel of Jesus and three thousand 
people were added to their number that day.  This event marked something new God was 
doing and it meant that God was building a new community in Jesus, which would cross 
the ethnic and linguistic lines that would normally keep people separated.  As the flow of 
Acts shows, the Holy Spirit’s grace is evident when these lines of division are crossed for 
the sake of the gospel. 
Peter and Cornelius 
Acts gives us repeated examples of the Church’s reluctance to accept God’s 
multiethnic vision, and nowhere is this more apparent than in the story of Peter going to 
the house of Cornelius in Acts 10.  Cornelius was a Roman soldier, and God wanted to 
send Peter to his home to preach to him and his household.  In that culture, there was no 
deeper divide than Jew and Gentile.  In fact, the Jews experienced much oppression from 
the foreign Gentiles, especially the Romans.  Now, God was calling the oppressed Jews 
to minister to the oppressors.  God had to prepare Peter, a Jew, to go to a Gentile’s home 
through a vision (Acts 10:9-16).  By the time Cornelius’ men sent for him, he finally was 
ready to go to see Cornelius.   
Peter did not realize what God was really doing until he finally arrived.  In verse 
34-35, Peter said to those assembled, “I most certainly understand now that God is not 
one to show partiality, but in every nation the man who fears Him and does what is right 
is welcome to Him.”  Even after Pentecost and a vision from God, it was not until he was 
standing there in front of the assembled crowd of Gentiles that Peter realized God is for 
everybody.  Peter was not the only one who struggled to come to terms with God’s 
multiethnic vision.   
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It did not take long to see how the Holy Spirit’s grace and power was present in 
Peter’s sermon to the Gentiles.  As Peter preached, the Holy Spirit fell on those listening.  
In verse 45, Luke tells us, “All the circumcised believers who came with Peter were 
amazed, because the gift of the Holy Spirit had been poured out on the Gentiles also.”  
That gift to which they were referring to is the gift of the Holy Spirit.  Although the Jews 
were not expecting the unclean Gentiles to be recipients of God’s Spirit, they recognized 
God was in the midst of this and decided to baptize the Gentiles. 
Peter was not the only Jewish believer who had trouble coming to terms with the 
new thing God was doing.  Upon Peter’s return, other Jews gave him grief about eating 
with the Gentiles.  News like this traveled quickly back then.  However, when they heard 
all God had done, they concluded saying, “Well then, God has granted to the Gentiles 
also the repentance that leads to life” (Acts 11:18).  They initially could not fathom the 
idea of the Gentiles being included, but the Holy Spirit’s grace was too evident to deny. 
Antioch Church 
Soon after Acts recorded Peter’s encounter with Cornelius, we see God’s 
multiethnic vision unfold in the church of Antioch.  Because of persecution, the disciples 
began to spread out beyond Jerusalem.  A group of people began speaking the word to 
Jews and Greeks, and, as a result, “The hand of the Lord was with them, and a large 
number who believed turned to the Lord” (Acts 11:21).  This Church was marked with 
salvations, God’s grace, and new leaders were raised up.  The Church in Antioch also 
included different ethnicities in leadership.  In Acts 13:1, it shows the prophets and 
teachers included Barnabas and Saul who were both Jewish, Simeon called Niger, Lucius 
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of Cyrene, and a guy who was brought up with Herod.  The diversity was not only seen in 
who was reached but also in who was allowed to lead.  
It is apparent from Genesis to Revelation that God’s heart is for all people and 
that His Church is called to embody this reality.  We also learn from Scripture that 
sometimes God’s people have a hard time embracing this truth.  Even the theological 
masterpiece of Romans was written to bring guidance to a church struggling with the 
implications of Jewish and Gentile leadership working together.  Revelation 5:9 reveals 
that Jesus, the focal point of all Scripture, died on the cross for people from every nation 
and tongue.  If Jesus sacrificed so much for all people, His Church should willingly 
sacrifice whatever it takes to reflect those people Christ died for. 
Theological Foundations 
The theology of diversity is seen in the very Trinitarian nature of God.  The 
doctrine of the trinity states there is One God who eternally exists in three Persons: 
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.  The key here is that we are talking about one God not 
polytheism.  However, in the Godhead there is diversity.  This is seen in God’s roles and 
functions.  We see the Father primarily in the role of Creator, the Son in the role of 
Redeemer, and the Holy Spirit in the role of Sanctifier.  The Father sent the Son and the 
Father and Son sends the Holy Spirit.  The Holy Spirit sends the Church and brings 
attention to the work of Christ in the heart of the believer, and the Father and Son live in 
the hearts of believers through the Holy Spirit.   
The Body of Christ is to reflect God’s imago Dei in the earth. With all these 
distinct roles Jesus could also say that He and the Father are one (John 10:30).  There is 
unity in God’s diversity.  Stephen Seamands captures this reality by stating, “Our 
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diversity in unity mirrors the diversity in unity of the Trinity.  Equality, intimacy, 
submission and deference ought to characterize relationships in the Christian community 
as well” (Seamands, chap.2).  We reflect the image of God when we show people from 
different backgrounds and ages what it looks like to follow Christ together in community 
by learning to defer and submit to one another.  Paul said in Ephesians 3:10 that the 
“manifold wisdom of God might now be made known through the church to the rulers 
and authorities in the heavenly places.”  The word used for manifold means marked by 
diversity or variety.  Our diversity reflects the diversity of God Himself.    
While the doctrine of the Trinity calls for the Church to reflect God’s diversity, 
the doctrine of soteriology can be reflected in the way Church pursues diversity.  
Soteriology is the doctrine of salvation in Jesus Christ.  Jesus, who is the Word that 
became flesh, came and lived amongst the people He created.  Although He lived a 
sinless life (Heb. 4:15), He suffered at the hands of sinful men.  Through this sacrificial 
act of laying His life down for us on the cross, Jesus did for us that which we were unable 
to do for ourselves—obtain salvation.  As Paul states in 1 Corinthians 15:3, “Christ died 
for our sins.”   
What makes this act even more powerful is not only what Jesus did but also for 
whom He did this.  Even in His final agonizing moments on the cross, Jesus cried, 
“Father forgive them for they do not know what they are doing” (Luke 23:34).  Jesus was 
not holding their actions against them even though they deserved punishment.  Romans 
5:8 tells us that, “God demonstrates His own love towards us, in that while we were yet 
sinners, Christ died for us.”  When Peter preached about Jesus to the crowd gathered on 
Pentecost, he reminded them that the Savior of the world was “this Jesus whom you 
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crucified” (Acts 2:36).  Because all of us have sinned, we can identify with being 
oppressors against the only One who is sinless.       
In this doctrine, we see it is the offender that pursued the offended.  The One who 
was abused and killed was also the One who extended the opportunity for reconciliation.  
When we look at the history of the United States, Black people have clearly experienced 
oppression by White oppressors.  While this may seem like a generalization and does not 
mean that all Whites are guilty of oppressing Blacks, we cannot ignore the narrative of 
racial oppression against Blacks in this nation.  If the multiethnic movement is going to 
reflect the Gospel of reconciliation in the United States, it means oppressed groups will 
have to be a part of extending a hand to the oppressors.  It is for this reason that we must 
better equip black pastors who desire to lead congregations of Blacks, Whites, and other 
ethnicities. 
How the Church Has Handled the Race Problem 
Because there is such a strong Biblical and theological basis for multiethnic 
church and multiethnic leadership within the church, it could seem that the term 
multiethnic church would be redundant, but it is not.  For us to adequately talk about 
multiethnic ministry in our current context and understand our present need to grow in 
this area, it is important to know how the church became segregated in the United States 
in the first place.  This section will bring us into the narrative of the segregated church in 
the U.S. and give an overview of how the Church in America has responded to the 
constant tension of race relations and how out of that tension the Black Church and Black 




The Church During Slavery 
The Church in America has historically been shaky in its dealings with race 
relations.  This should be no surprise since the response of the Church in America has 
often mirrored the conscience of America as a whole.  This reality is reflected by an early 
dilemma that the Church in this nation had to address: whether or not White Christians 
should Christianize the Blacks and Native Americans. 
From the early days of the European colonists, many White Christians have been 
perplexed about what to do with Black people and Native Americans alike.  As the 
demand for tobacco, sugar, and other crops increased globally, the need for free slave 
labor increased as well (DeYoung et al. 44-45).  While many Native Americans were able 
to escape through their home soil, the most convenient and profitable source of this labor 
were the Blacks that were brought over from Africa (DeYmaz and Okuwobi 93) 
(Alexander 23).  Between 1501 and 1830, around 388,000 African slaves were shipped to 
North America (Gates Jr and Yacovone 22) and through this labor the thirteen colonies 
were turned into an economic powerhouse (Gates Jr and Yacovone 36). This seemingly 
great opportunity for economic growth combined with the need for more labor created a 
problem for the early settlers that the Church had to help alleviate (DeYoung et al. 44–
45).  
In order for chattel slavery to flourish amongst a people that largely associated 
with Christianity, there needed to be a theological undergirding that supported this 
institution.  The fact that the condition of the slave was harsh yet largely undisputed 
posed the question “how could people so willingly inflict such hardship on other human 
beings?”  The answer to this is to question the very humanity of those they chose to 
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inflict.  Some even questioned whether or not Blacks even had souls (Jennings 22) (E. Y. 
Alexander 36).   
The concept of race became a tool (Alexander 23).  As Soong-Chan Rah 
mentions, race as used in America is not only non-biblical but an invention that was 
socially constructed and not scientifically based (Rah 65-66).  Race did not show up in 
English vocabulary “in reference to people groups” until the seventeenth Century 
(Gorsky).  This is partly why this author chooses the term ethnic diversity rather than 
racial diversity when describing differing people groups such as Blacks and Whites.  To 
illustrate this further, Korie Edwards makes a distinction between race and ethnicity:  
Ethnicity constitutes how people see themselves as sharing something fundamental to 
who they are.  Race is the meaning that people give based on what people look like 
(Edwards, One New Humanity Conference 2017). 
It is of interest to note that entire denominations were formed for the support of 
slavery amongst Christians.  The Southern Baptist formed for the purpose of continuing 
to allow missionaries to function while owning slaves (Mohler).  Later on the Southern 
Baptist Seminary was started to provide theological education for these missionaries and 
church leaders (Mohler).  The acceptance of slavery would not die easy in an era when so 
many Christians were fighting hard denominationally and doctrinally to defend it. 
In a memo located in Emerson’s book, Divided By Race, some of the reasons for 
Christians to support slavery were highlighted.  The biblical reasons came from an 
argument of silence.  Patriarchs such as Abraham and Ham had slaves and God did not 
overtly admonish them for it which gave implicit approval in some people’s eyes 
(Emerson and Smith 35).  Paul even went as far as encouraging slaves to obey their 
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masters.  Beyond the Biblical explanation many also looked at pragmatic reasons, such as 
the evangelization of slaves (Emerson and Smith 35).  In other words, no matter how 
harsh the institution of slavery was it at least allowed Black people to be exposed to 
Christian dogma (Emerson and Smith 35; Jennings 22).     
Although evangelization of Blacks was one of the justifications of slavery for 
many Christians, there were many Whites that wrestled with the idea of Christianizing 
the slaves.  Several reasons can be attributed to this hesitation: slaves would spend too 
much time learning rather than working, they questioned whether or not slaves even had 
a capacity to be instructed, and there was a shortage of ministers in general.  However, 
the greatest concern was inherent in the gospel itself.  If slaves were free in their soul, 
this would imply that they should be free in their temporary circumstances (Raboteau 98–
99, Woodson 2).  The spiritual progress of those enslaved could mean the economic 
decline of Whites and many Christians refused to swap the latter for the former (DeYmaz 
and Okuwobi 94). 
While the spread of the gospel amongst slaves was often used for the reasoning 
for slavery, it was the gospel itself that challenged the conscience of this institution.  This 
sentiment was not only held by the slave owners but also felt by those enslaved 
themselves.  In one report an enslaved church attender commented after attending a 
Methodist service, “I had recently joined the Methodist Church, and after the sermon I 
heard I felt that God had made all men free and equal, and that I ought not be a slave” 
(Hatch 102).  Some Christian groups like the Quakers even embraced Blacks as fellow 
brothers and sisters in Christ and felt the ostracizing of many southern states as a result 
(Woodson 17).  Eventually the clergy and governmental leaders together made laws and 
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policies that ensured that the gospel did not make any “alterations to Civil Rights” 
(Raboteau 103).  The result is that from the early days of this nation, the Church has often 
compromised the gospel to fit within culture rather than shape it.   
During this time it is also important to note that there were many individual 
Christians and denominational leaders pushing against slavery.  The same Bible that 
brought justification to some brought disdain for the institution of slavery for others.  As 
early as 1688, Mennonites in Germantown, Pennsylvania protested slavery (Branson and 
Martinez, chap. Introduction).  Other denominations and individuals followed the 
example of the Mennonites such as men like Francis Asbury and Lorenzo Dow who were 
vocal in their opposition to slavery as an institution.  David Barrow, a Baptist preacher, 
strongly preached sermons against slavery in the latter part of the eighteenth century that 
even put his own life at risk (Woodson 33).   
In the 1830s, a group of abolitionists emerged that Emerson describes as a “new 
breed.” This new breed of abolitionists found their marching orders within the pages of 
the Bible and were set on immediate emancipation and change (Emerson and Smith 31).  
Many Whites, even amongst those who were Christians, saw this group as threatening to 
the American way of life.     
One of the great mysteries and miracles in the history of Christianity is that it 
flourished amongst the Blacks even in light of a racialized nation and a racialized 
Church.  Michael Emerson defined a racialized society to “mean primarily the black-
white divide” (Emerson and Smith 11).  This does not undermine any other divides in our 
nation, but this definition recognizes the depth of the divide found between Blacks and 
Whites (Emerson and Smith 11).   
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The spread of Christianity amongst Blacks did not happen all at once.  Before the 
Revolutionary War of 1776, there were not many Blacks turning to the gospel, but in the 
decades to follow things changed.  Because of the Great Awakening and preaching of 
men like George Whitefield, many Blacks responded to the Gospel and congregations 
began to be multiethnic in the later half of the
 
eighteenth century (DeYoung et al.) 
There are certain factors that contributed to slaves responding to the gospel in 
such large measure.  In his book, The Democratization of American Christianity, Hatch 
lists out what the contributing factors were: groups like the Methodists and Baptists went 
beyond attempting to convert slaves to actually embracing them, a fresh and clear way of 
presenting the Christian message that resonated with many Blacks, and the rise of the 
Black preacher (Hatch 102-05).  The emergence of the Black preacher was the most 
impactful and a subject to which we will later consider. 
Black Preachers who crossed ethnic lines 
Because this project studies the dynamics of Blacks leading multiethnic churches, 
it is important to realize that this idea is not novel for us in the
 
twenty-first century but is 
found in the early days of our republic during the times of slavery. During the 1700’s and 
1800’s, many white brothers and sisters in Christ, as well as other ethnicities, were 
ministered to and benefited from black pastors as well.  For brief periods of time, White 
evangelicals encouraged the converted slaves to exercise their preaching gifts which 
made black preaching a regular part of the Baptist and Methodist communities.  In some 
churches, Black pastors even served racially diverse congregations (Hatch 106, Raboteau 
133).   
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One of the first Black pastors to lead a congregation with a considerable number 
of Whites was Lemuel Haynes.  He became the first African-American ordained by any 
religious body in America in 1785.  He carries the distinction of also being the first 
African-American with an honorary Master’s Degree (Anyabwile and Piper 18).  Haynes 
served as pastor at the West Parish of Rutland, Vermont for thirty years.  This was unique 
in that it was an all white congregation in the later part of the eighteenth century.  Under 
his leadership, the church grew from forty-two to three-hundred and fifty members 
(Anyabwile and Piper 20). 
There are several other documented examples of Black preachers whose 
ministries crossed ethnic lines in the eighteenth and nineteenth Centuries.  Another 
example is Josiah Bishop who took over preaching duties for a diverse church in 
Portsmouth, Virginia in 1792.  It is important to remember that diversity did not mean 
that Blacks were treated on equal footing as the White parishioners.  However, Bishop’s 
impact was so great across ethnic lines that his freedom was eventually purchased by the 
same congregation he pastored (Raboteau 134).  Because he was Black and pastoring 
Whites in a slave-holding state, he eventually had to move on after a short and successful 
stint as pastor (Woodson 55).   
A contemporary of Josiah Bishop who also ministered across ethnic lines as a 
Black man was Andrew Bryan.  He was part of establishing the oldest Black Baptist 
Church in America, Silver Bluff, started in 1773 in Savannah, GA.  He eventually took 
the reigns of leadership after George Liele’s departure.  He was a gifted and well-
respected Black preacher who preached both to Blacks and Whites (Woodson 47–48).  
While Bryan was loved and respected by people of all colors, his persecution was well 
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documented.  He was beaten and imprisoned yet continued to have an impact on both 
Blacks and Whites until his death in 1812 (Woodson 49-52). 
Other Black preachers ministered across the Black/White divide during the heat 
of slavery.  In 1792, a man by the name Uncle Jack was recognized as a powerful Baptist 
preacher.  Many Whites came to Christ under his ministry (Woodson 55-56). A 
Methodist preacher named Henry Evans also ministered to many Whites in the late 
1700’s as well.  Whites attended his meetings in Fayetteville, NC and, although he 
initially experienced opposition by Whites, his ministry so transcended color lines that a 
church was started there.  It is worth mentioning that, while he did minister at the church, 
the church itself was overseen by a White minister (Woodson 56). 
The early 1800’s continued to produce Black preachers leading biracial 
congregations and ministries.  In the early nineteenth century, a White Baptist Church in 
Gloucester County, VA was pastored by a Black man named William Lemon (Raboteau 
134).  A few years later in 1808 in Raleigh, NC, a free Black missionary named John 
Chavis started a school for children.  This school ministered to Blacks and Whites until 
he was shut down for preaching publicly as a Black man in 1832 (Raboteau 135).  Nat 
Turner’s rebellion in the 1830’s made Whites a lot more hesitant to allow Blacks to 
publically minister.   
Harry Hosier, also known as Black Harry, was a Black preacher that traveled with 
Francis Asbury and other well-known Christian leaders speaking to packed crowds of 
Blacks and Whites.  He was considered one of the most gifted communicators of his day 




Commonalities among Black Preachers 
Each of these preachers have different stories but share some similarities that 
enabled them to effectively minster across racial lines in a time when our nation openly 
embraced racism.  When you look into their lives and ministry journeys, at least three 
commonalities consistently flow across the lines:  these men had exceptional ministry 
gifts that could not be denied, these preachers had to deal with a measure of persecution 
or at least resistance, and they were willing to work within a racialized system in a way 
that was non-threatening to Whites.  Here are just a few pronounced examples of how 
these attributes were prevalent in their ministries and in their lives. 
John Chavis was known to be an exceptional student and was sent to Princeton to 
study even as a Black man in the 1700’s.  In the response to the ministry of this Black 
preacher and educator in North Carolina, a White lawyer remarked, “His English was 
remarkably pure, containing no Negroisms; his manner was impressive…” (Woodson 
69).  This could be comparable to someone today saying to a Black man, “You are so 
articulate for a black person.”  His speech was seen as acceptable because it was seen as 
other than Black in the eyes of this lawyer.   
Lemuel Haynes preached at a church in Connecticut.  A man of repute in the 
community was not happy about a “nigger minister” and set forth to show outright 
disrespect towards him.  It was not until Haynes preached that this man’s attitude 
changed.  He commented, “He had not preached far when I thought I saw the whitest man 
I ever knew in that pulpit, and I tossed my hat under the pew” (Woodson 63).  For 
Haynes to be accepted by this man, he had to be seen as something other than Black.  
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Hayne’s superb oratory skill was recognized and it was only until he was seen as the 
“whitest man” that he was able to get this man’s respect. 
Andrew Bryan, a slave converted in 1792, was whipped and imprisoned for 
holding meetings with Blacks without white supervision (Hatch 49).  The fear was that 
too many Blacks attending his meetings meant a possible threat to the slave owners.  As a 
result, it was not until appearing before court that he was free to lead his congregation 
without posing a threat.  Bryan’s ministry gifts were seen as a liability and threat until 
there was a confidence that it was not a threat to Whites (Hatch 50).   
It is with the strong combination of exceptional gifting, resolve in opposition, and 
the perception of harmlessness, which in some cases is synonymous with resembling 
whiteness, that these Black men were able to lead diverse populations in a racist 
environment.  These are just a few examples of the many examples of what these 
preachers of the gospel had to navigate.  One could wonder if these qualities would be 
necessary for Black preachers to lead multiethnic communities today.  
In a 2017 article responding to Blacks leaving White evangelicalism, Bryan 
Lorrits, a Black pastor of a multiethnic church and author, spoke of the challenges Black 
pastors face when in predominately White spaces: “I don’t know y’all, but at the age of 
44, and having spent over half my life as a guest in the white evangelical world, I’m tired 
of begging to be noticed, considered, and invited” (Loritts, “More on Leaving White 
Evangelicalism”).  It would seem that at least some of the challenges Blacks faced in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries still hold true for Black pastors leading and 
pastoring where Whites are present in abundant numbers. 
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There is sufficient history in the early stages of our nation of multiethnic ministry 
taking place with Blacks in leadership roles, yet eventually the Church at large regressed 
back to the racial norms of the day.  The initial willingness to accept Black preachers by 
Whites eventually rescinded as many Whites found interracial worship “distasteful and 
refused to submit to African American leadership” (Hatch 106, DeYoung et al. 48).  It is 
out of this resistance to fully embracing Blacks as congregants and leaders that 
necessitated the Black Church.  
The Emergence of the Black Church 
In an interview, Claude Alexander once remarked, “Formation of Black Church 
served as a critique of White Church and an affirmation of the intrinsic value of Blacks as 
worshippers of God through Jesus Christ.” (Alexander and Anderson).  On one hand, 
Blacks were the objects of the evangelistic efforts of many White Christians and even 
recognized for their ministry grace, but, on the other hand, Blacks were not fully 
embraced into the communities they were evangelized into. Many congregations 
perpetuated a type of racism that reinforced the racial problems of the day and reminded 
Blacks that they were never quite welcome.  As a result, Black congregations with their 
Black preachers built their own communities that embraced the humanity of Black 
people. 
The lack of welcome of Blacks from Whites in the Church was clearly 
highlighted during an incident in a Methodist Church in 1792.  The Reverend Absolom 
Jones was praying during service and while on his knees he was approached by an elder 
of the church to move.  He happened to have been in the section where he had previously 
prayed, but it had now become designated for White people.  He was forcibly moved 
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from his spot in the middle of prayers.  Once this incident escalated, a group of Black 
parishioners, including Richard Allen, the future first bishop of the African Methodist 
Episcopal Church, walked out of the church and from that day onward began to build two 
historic African churches in Philadelphia (Hatch 109, Gates Jr and Yacovone 72).    
For a long time Black preachers and Black congregants struggled to have an 
expression of worship apart from the oversight of their White brothers in Christ 
(Edwards, “The Elusive Dream” 12).  A term that can be used to understand this 
phenomenon is paternalism which Webster’s Dictionary defines as the policy or practice 
on the part of people in positions of authority of restricting the freedom and 
responsibilities of those subordinate to them in the subordinates' supposed best interest.  
This idea can be seen in how Whites attempted to relate to Blacks in the early 
evangelistic efforts of slaves and in the rise of Black preachers and leaders. 
From the moment Blacks began to respond in faith to the gospel, their exercise of 
that faith has been monitored closely.  Oftentimes slaves were only permitted to meet 
under the supervision of a white leader.  Even after Richard Allen broke away and started 
an African church, White leadership was slow to relinquish power.  It was not until a 
court decision that they were allowed to operate independently (Hatch 110).  In 1828, 
Portsmouth Baptist Association declared that Black churches had to be represented by 
White men (Hatch 106). The form of Christianity that many Whites felt comfortable with 
Blacks partaking in was one where they exerted a paternalistic relationship with Blacks.  
The question still remains if Black and White Christians can worship together without 
this paternalistic relationship; at this point in history the answer seemed to be no, but 
today perhaps that has changed.   
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The Black Church and its leaders pushed against this paternalistic White 
oversight, eventually gained their independence, and were able to operate without the 
gaze of Whites.  Without this oversight, Black congregations began to develop their own 
expressions of worship and preaching.  Although Black and White congregations would 
both share an affinity for Christ, there would be key distinctions that would make 
multiethnic ministry difficult to achieve in the future (Hatch 112). 
Post-Slavery Segregation in the Church 
When slavery was officially abolished in 1865, the nation still was unsure about 
how to live reconciled between the races and the Church was no different.  Directly 
following the Civil War, America went into a time of Reconstruction. It was during this 
time that the nation had to figure out what to do with the over 4,000,000 former slaves 
(Emerson and Smith 37).  Soon out of the soil of uncertainty and fear came the Jim Crow 
laws, where, particularly in the South, Whites wanted to create an America where Blacks 
stayed in their place and vice versa.  According to one black theologian, the American 
view of Blacks after slavery went from “docile slaves and harmless Sambos to menacing 
black beasts rapists” (Cone 6).  This mindset would force the Church to come to grips 
with her part in race relations.   
The gravitational pull of Jim Crow impacted the Church, but there were times 
when the Church went against the grain.  The Church of God as a denomination took the 
lead in addressing segregation from its inception.  Daniel Warner was one of the early 
leaders of this movement who fearlessly combatted a segregated Church.  His influence 
was felt throughout the denomination and this was seen in an 1897 Camp Meeting in 
Alabama.  Whites and Blacks were separated by a rope due to segregation policies of the 
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state.  After a sermon on Ephesians 2, this division was torn down and the meeting 
became a beautiful picture of reconciliation as Blacks and Whites were bowed together 
before God (DeYoung et al. 54).  As great as this was, however, the Church of God 
eventually reverted back to the division in the culture and separated along racial lines by 
1912 (DeYoung et al. 54–55). 
Another example of the Church’s push against the normal racial influence of its 
day is found in the Azusa Revival of 1906.  At the leadership helm of this revival was a 
Black man named William Seymour; the beginning showed promise of a multiethnic and 
multicultural movement.  However, after only three years this movement reverted to the 
segregated norms of society (Branson and Martinez, chap.1; DeYoung et al. 55).    
The division within the Church has been felt from slavery to Jim Crow, from Jim 
Crow to Civil Rights Movement, and today we are still wrestling with it.  The multiethnic 
movement has been a recent move in our nation across denominational lines to address an 
age-old divide that has existed in the Church.  
Uniqueness of the Black Church 
Before addressing attempts in our nation to bring segregated congregations into 
unity, this segment will address the distinct nature that marked the Black church.  In so 
doing, we will highlight what was gained for Blacks in segregating the Black churches 
and what’s at risk in uniting the Black church in the multiethnic context.  This segment 
will lead us into the next section where we will study the Multiethnic Movement.   
In studying the Black church, it is important to be reminded that the development 
of Black church in America was a response to the racialization found in the evangelical 
church and a “denial of equal participation in existing churches (Emerson and Smith 39).  
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This denial of full participation in the church and culture as a whole helped shape the 
culture of the Black church in terms of: developing identity, developing distinct worship 
styles in preaching and singing, and developing into agents of social justice.  
Developing Identity 
The Black church helped reinforce the humanity of Blacks in a culture that was 
hostile to their very existence.  The inferiority and helplessness felt by many Blacks 
could be summed up in the statement made by Supreme Court Chief Justice Roger B. 
Taney, “Blacks had no rights which the white man was bound to respect” (Cone 6).     
The Black church provided a different narrative as Richard Wright asserted, “It is 
only when we are within the walls of our churches that we can wholly be ourselves” 
(Cone 18).  Claude Alexander said, “The Church became the means for affirmation, 
socialization, places of belonging, and connection” (Alexander and Anderson; Raboteau 
320). In essence, the Black church has helped to provide “structure and meaning” for 
Black people in America (Floyd-Thomas et al. xxiii).  
Part of developing Black identity was the protection of it.  Native Americans 
share a common history with Blacks in experiencing racism at the hands of Whites 
claiming to be Christian (DeYoung et al. 42).  The Native Americans that did convert to 
Christianity found it necessary to stay segregated for the sake of preserving their culture 
(DeYoung 104-05).  This is certainly true of Blacks as well.  As early as slavery days, 
Blacks would hold their own meetings and in doing so kept the roots of their African 
experience alive (DeYoung et al. 106).  Even today many Black Christians have seen the 




It was in the church that Blacks were allowed to hope but also allowed to struggle 
with their hopelessness.  James Cone draws a parallel between the role of Blues and the 
role of religion.  Both provided an outlet to black people; religion especially offered a 
means of finding hope (Cone 18).  Many Blacks resonated with the suffering of Jesus on 
the cross in a way that brought hope to life.  This was especially true between 1890-1940 
during the time of intense lynching of Blacks in our nation (Cone 2-3).   
However, many Black Christians also found themselves wrestling with the idea of 
a God who loves them and allows the horrors of oppression to take place in this nation by 
Whites towards Blacks (Cone 26).  One Black minister, Reverend J. W. C. Pennington, 
said in 1845, “If the word of God does sanction slavery, I want another book, another 
repentance, another faith, and another hope” (Cone 27).  Pennington was not the only 
minister that struggled with the current racial climate.  Reverend Nathaniel Paul 
lamented, “Why it was that thou didst look on with calm indifference of an unconcerned 
spectator, when thy holy law was violated, thy divine authority despised and a portion of 
thine own creatures reduced to a state of mere vassalage and misery?” (Cone 27).  This 
culture of hope and struggle was seen in the preaching and singing as well. 
Developing Unique Worship: Black Preaching, Singing, and Discipleship 
The preaching that slaves often heard from those licensed by the church only 
reinforced the bondage that Blacks already were experiencing.  The constant refrain from 
these preachers stressed the importance of obeying their masters (Raboteau 212-13).  
However, the preaching in the Black church tradition inspired liberation in the present 
age and in the age to come (Cone 26).   
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In LaRue’s work, More Power in the Pulpit, he identified nine fundamental 
characteristics of preaching in the Black tradition.  These characteristics are: the 
hermeneutic of an all-powerful God, wrestling with Scripture, a sense of divine 
encounter, a waiting congregation, cultural awareness, a well-prepared manuscript, a 
fitting sermon close, an openness to unplanned additions, and a powerful living voice 
(LaRue Intro).  While this project does not provide room to look at each aspect in depth, 
there are a few that will help us understand the role of preaching in Black churches.  
In looking at the first characteristic of good preaching LaRue goes to say, 
“African-Americans believe the sovereign God acts in very concrete and practical ways 
in matters pertaining to their survival, deliverance, advancement, prosperity, and overall 
well-being” (LaRue intro).  God’s power is seen in very immanent ways.  When asked 
about the differences between Black churches and White churches, Alexander responded 
by saying that black preaching deals a lot with the immanence of God, which is in 
contrast to a more common approach in white churches of dealing with the transcendence 
of God (Alexander and Anderson).  Black and white churches would affirm both the 
transcendence and immanence of God, but, in the preaching in black churches, there 
tends to be an emphasis on the presence of God in everyday life (Alexander and 
Anderson). 
Another component of Black preaching is the importance of wrestling with the 
text (LaRue intro).  The Bible carries a high value in the Black community as a whole but 
especially in the Black church.  The preacher must engage the scripture in such a way 
that brings the text into everyday life (LaRue intro).   
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Many aspects of Black preaching are seen also in singing in Black churches.  The 
songs placed the singer in the song in ways that embodied biblical stories (Cone 23).  An 
example of this is found in the song “We are Climbing Jacob’s Ladder” out of the story 
found in Genesis 28.  The words say, 
 We are climbing Jacob’s ladder,  
We are climbing Jacob’s ladder, 
We are climbing Jacob’s ladder, 
Soldier of the Cross. (Cone 24) 
Music in the Black church tradition gave voice to the pain and suffering that many 
Blacks experienced in the culture.  The songs themselves gave them a way to speak back 
in way that would risk their lives in other circumstances (Cone 18).  While the suffering 
today is certainly different than generations in the past, the collective memory of 
suffering still runs strong in the songs of Black people (Alexander and Anderson). 
Deitrich Bonhoeffer, German theologian in the twentieth century, spent time in 
New York at an African American church and was moved by the preaching and singing 
he experienced amongst Blacks.  According to Michael Pasquarello, scholar and historian 
of Bonhoeffer’s life, Bonhoeffer “perceived spirituals as mixing melancholy and eruptive 
joy, characterizing the worship of a people whom he saw as a truly proletariat church in 
America” (Pasquarello 75).  He saw in the Black church the only real hope of real 
religion in America (Pasquarello 75).     
When Blacks assimilate into faith communities outside of the traditional Black 
churches, they often long for their gospel music.  In a case study of a Harvard Avenue 
Evangelical Free Church, a multiethnic church in Chicago, an African American mother 
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attends the church but still sees herself as an outsider.  One of the church leaders 
commented, “Even though our worship is contemporary she prefers a gospel-oriented 
service, therefore she occasionally attends an African-American church” (Gushiken 124). 
When Blacks go to churches that do not have elements of Black music, it is a sign to 
many of them that Black people are not welcome there, yet, at the same time, considering 
Blacks when selecting music can go a long way in being inclusive (DeYoung et al. 176; 
Barron 28).   
The differences between Black and White Christians go beyond what happens on 
Sunday mornings.  According to a recent Barna study, Blacks are twice as likely to be 
mentored by a fellow believer than White believers (Shellnutt, “How Black and 
White…”).  This difference in discipleship practices is also seen in the roles of groups.  
In the same Barna study, it revealed that Blacks are “four times more likely than white 
Christians to list study groups as very important to their spiritual development” 
(Shellnutt).  This seems to show the importance of relationships that Blacks value in their 
spiritual growth. 
Developing Into an Agent for Activism 
 In consideration of Blacks entering the clergy during Reconstruction, Woodson 
sees the role of pastor as one that must not only deal with issues of faith but all matters 
relating to black people (Woodson 221).  The church was the one institution early on 
where Blacks actually had the ability to lead and mobilize (Woodson 221; Edwards and 




There were many Blacks in the time shortly following the end of slavery that 
found themselves going from the pastorate to the politician.  Dr. William J. Simmons was 
a Baptist minister who entered politics in Florida in 1874 (Woodson 223).  Dr. James 
Poindexter was a Baptist Church leader who found himself pulled into politics and served 
on the City Council of Columbus in the late 1800’s (Woodson 223-24).  Dr. J.T. White 
was another example in this period of a preacher who went into politics when he was 
elected to be a part of the constitutional convention where he helped to ratify the 
constitution (Woodson 225).  There are many other examples during this period, but the 
point remains that many Blacks saw the step between the pulpit and public service to be a 
very small one.  Many of the leaders in the Civil Rights era were also groomed and 
commissioned in the Black Church.  
This may be the distinction of the Black Church that has been the most different 
from that of predominately White churches.  Many White Christians in the South during 
the early twentieth century grated against the idea of Black preachers taking on roles of 
social justice.  One supporter of a theological institute in Tuscaloosa, AL stated “the 
colored preacher is taught to preach the gospel, and that only, and to avoid politics, 
sectionalism and race issues” (Bailey 257).  
Warning in studying the Black church 
There is an inherent danger in using such broad strokes to describe the Black 
church or even the Black experience as a whole.  As Jared Alcantara warns, “The 
temptation is to slip into totalizing, essentialist, and reductive statements about what all 
African Americans encounter or what all African Americans face” (Alcántara 160). It is 
important to note that in looking at these distinct characteristics, there are many varying 
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expressions found within the Black church and some Black churches and denominations 
have almost as many differences as similarities. In Howell’s and Paris’ work on 
anthropology, they warned that culture is dynamic and using an “ethnic fair” approach to 
culture can fail to account for the richness within culture itself (Howell and Paris 27).  An 
oversimplified approach to culture can imply that people belong to one culture when 
indeed people and organizations are influenced by many different cultures (Howell and 
Paris 27).  Even with these distinctive attributes amongst Blacks and the congregations 
that they lead, the common thread that the Black church has is the shared experience of 
oppression in this nation (Usry and Keener 17).    
While slavery was the womb in which Black church was birthed, the spirit and 
practices have carried over in Blacks ever since (Alexander and Anderson; Raboteau 
320).  The Black church has taken on its unique role of developing identity amongst 
Blacks, developing unique expressions of worship in the preaching and singing, and 
developing the role of the church as political activist.  Even while understanding the rich 
history of the Black church, there have been recent surges to reunite the Church in 
America once again. 
The Birthing of the Multiethnic Movement 
History of Modern Multiethnic Movement 
The focus on integrated churches began to take place in the United States as early 
as the 1940’s, but the grander emphasis in the Body of Christ began more recently 
(Edwards and Kim 211).  The 60’s brought our nation a decade of tragedy, resolve, and 
change as it relates to racial issues.  However, the 60’s also brought a stirring in the 
hearts of African-American men who were convinced that reconciliation was at the top of 
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God’s agenda (Emerson and Smith 54).  This stirring turned into a movement that was 
largely conservative and Protestant (Edwards and Kim 215).  
One of the key leaders in this movement was a man named John Perkins, a Black 
man who grew up in the South who saw the horrors of racism first-hand.  Others that 
were part of this burgeoning group were people like Tom Skinner, a former gang-member 
turned evangelist, and Samuel Hines who grew up in Jamaica (Emerson and Smith 54). 
Their conviction for reconciliation amongst people groups, especially Blacks and Whites, 
drew them together (Emerson and Smith 54). 
John Perkins, Tom Skinner, and Samuel Hines laid out an agenda that would help 
catalyze the modern multiethnic movement amongst evangelicals.  Their call to action 
included: individuals developing relationships with people across ethnic lines, 
recognizing social structures of inequality, Whites would have to repent of personal, 
social, and historic sins, and Blacks must be willing to extend forgiveness when asked 
both corporately and personally (Emerson and Smith 54-55). 
Their message of reconciliation began to resonate with others in the evangelical 
community and the leadership of this budding movement began to diversify.  They were 
certainly not the first in recent times to blow the trumpet of the need for race relations in 
the Church, but they helped to catalyze a movement (Emerson and Smith 56).  One of the 
key people influenced by this new stirring was Billy Graham.  He was once hesitant 
about concerning himself with civil issues and issues of race, but eventually he began to 
adjust his position and held camp meetings that were intentionally a reflection of God’s 
diversity (Emerson and Smith 55-56).  This message even began to hit the news outlets.  
Christianity Today, one of the most respected and recognized magazines amongst 
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evangelicals, dramatically increased their publications on matters dealing with race 
relations after 1964 (Emerson and Smith 56).  
Not all evangelical voices championed multiethnic churches and ministry during this 
time.  There were those, such as Peter Wagner and Donald McGaveren, who were 
cautious about buying into the multiethnic ideal for several reasons.  One of those reasons 
was the desire to see church growth through evangelism.  Referencing his homogenous 
units principle, a principle that does not outright deny multiethnic ministry but promotes 
ministry along ethnic and cultural lines, Wagner believed that sticking to the 
homogeneous unit model encourages kingdom growth (Wagner 15-16).  Later in an 
article in the late 70’s dealing with the ethics of cross-cultural churches, Wagner 
cautioned “Such a church seldom grows, and when it does it is frequently heavy on 
transfer growth and light on conversion growth. The reason it doesn't grow by 
conversions is obvious, such a community is manifestly unattractive to unbelievers who 
come from any of the several groups that might be mixed in the church” (Wagner 16).   
 While the homogeneous unit principle gained some traction in the church growth 
movement, it has received criticism from practitioners and scholars alike.  Proponents of 
multiethnic ministry like Mark DeYmaz and Michael Emerson recognize the 
effectiveness of church growth using the homogenous unit principle but condemn the 
greater damage it causes to the Biblical witness of the New Testament Church (DeYmaz 
et al. 21–22).  As practical as keeping people in their comfortable cultural lines may be, 
this practice does not reflect the pattern of the early church and has no “biblical 
foundation” (Padilla 29). 
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The Promise Keepers Movement became instrumental in the multiethnic movement as 
well in the 1990’s (DeYmaz 24).  Started and led by Bill McCartnery, the Promise 
Keepers Movement reached thousands and thousands of men with messages that 
encouraged men to “reach across any racial and denominational barriers to demonstrate 
the power of biblical unity” (Emerson and Smith 65).  This message of reconciliation was 
preached to over one million men in 1996 (Emerson and Smith 66). 
Current Statistics of Multiethnic Churches 
 The multiethnic movement has been gaining traction and the Church in America is waking up to 
the need for diversity in her congregations.  In 1998, according to the National Congregations Survey 
(NCS), 7.4 percent of all congregations were multiethnic (Edwards and Kim 213).  In a more recent study 
in 2010 by the Faith Communities Survey, that number went to 13.7 percent (Edwards and Kim 213).  This 
is a six percent increase.   
 The awareness of the need for multiethnic churches seems to be growing as well.  The Barna 
Group reported three-quarters (73 percent) of Americans agree that “Christian churches play an important 
role in racial reconciliation” (Barna Group).  This presents an opportunity with the current concern of race 
relations in America.  Efrem Smith spoke of this opportunity found in the multiethnic church, “The 
multiethnic and missional church points us to a church where God’s love rescues people from the matrix 
and sin of racial division and delivers us into the reconciling spirit of the beloved community” (E. Smith 5).   
 According to a Gallup poll, the percentage of Blacks and Whites who hold a positive outlook on 
race has declined since President Obama’s election in 2008 by 16 percent and 19 percent respectively 
(Terry 47) while the number of those who worry a “great deal” about race relations has doubled (Terry 47).  
There is both concern and opportunity as the awareness for the need for reconciliation is growing in 
America and in the Church.  The next section will look closer at these churches that are becoming more 
diverse.   
Types of Multiethnic Churches 
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Much of the efforts to diversify the church has been movement in a positive direction, however, not all 
multiethnic churches are the same.  DeYoung suggests three different types of multiethnic churches: 
Assimilated multicultural congregations, Pluralist multicultural congregations, and Integrated multicultural 
churches (DeYoung et al. 165).  The integrated model is the ideal model according to DeYoung and 
Emerson (DeYoung et al. 165). 
 Assimilated Multicultural Congregations.  Churches that multicultural and 
multiethnic through assimilation are ones that build primarily according to one dominant 
ethnic culture, and those who are minorities in those congregations simply adapt and 
assimilate into the culture (DeYoung et al. 165).  Any ethnicity can be represented as the 
dominant culture and any ethnicity can find itself adjusting to the dominant culture.  For 
instance, White people can find themselves assimilating into a church culture that is 
primarily lead and dominated by Blacks.  Blacks could find themselves assimilating into 
a church that is primarily led by Asians (DeYoung et al. 166-67). 
 
Gushiken believes that this assimilated form is the most common form of 
multiethnic church.  He observed that in most cases, these churches are diverse in those 
that attend but homogeneous in practice as they “operate based on the traditions and 
perspectives of the dominant ethnic group” (Gushiken 122).  Operating this way may be 
done unintentionally or on purpose.  DeYoung recalls one example in an assimilated 
church where some guarded the culture with the fear other cultures were a “threat by 
worldly forces to pollute the purity of their church rituals” (DeYoung et al. 166).   
In an ethnographic study of a diverse church in downtown Chicago, Jessica 
Barron unveiled a mindset that can easily develop in an assimilated church culture.  
While on one hand members and staff of the church described themselves as diverse, 
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there were no non-White staff, a lack of diverse music styles other than typical White 
Protestant evangelical music, the sermons never mentioned diversity, and the there was 
no programming committed to integration or diversity (Barron 26).  In fact, some Blacks 
within this congregation felt the resistance when desiring more positions of leadership 
within the church.  As one black attender said, “It’s like Michigan Avenue . . . you [black 
men] can buy but you can’t own. It’s the same thing here at Downtown Church” (Barron 
27).  
Assimilation has been a common part of life amongst Blacks in this nation.  In 
Richard Gray’s work studying African American leadership, he wrote that Black 
leadership has often encouraged Blacks in one of two directions:  assimilation or 
separation (Gray 59).  This idea of assimilating takes place in the work place, the 
education environment, and even in church.  
Alvin Sanders, who has looked at multiethnic church both as a scholar and 
practitioner, suggests that assimilation is the second step in a four-tier process of 
integration of organizations (Sanders 142).  Similar to DeYoung’s model, in this step of 
assimilation there are different colors present in an organization, but the influence of the 
different cultures have “zero bearing on the opinions, thoughts, or direction of the 
organization” (Sanders 142).  This represents a large swath of organizations that claim to 
be multiethnic (Sanders 142).  Mark DeYmaz observed that when many churches say 
they welcome people from all backgrounds they mean, “We would welcome anyone here 
as long as they are willing to conform to our ways but don’t expect us to conform to 
theirs” (DeYmaz 109). 
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Assimilation of one or more cultures into the majority highlights one of the main 
concerns that defenders of the homogenous unity principle had with ministry that 
encouraged cross-cultural ministry.  In more crass terms, this way of multiethnic ministry 
is sinful because it “forces racial minorities to accept a Eurocentric Christianity” (Yancey 
31).  Wagner said, “When the Gospel moves cross-culturally, it is unloving to require the 
people of the second culture to adopt the behavior patterns or the language or the 
socioeconomic level of the preachers or missionaries in order to become Christians” 
(Wagner 13).  If this is the picture of what multiethnic ministry looks like, then Wagner’s 
concern is well founded.  However, there are other types of multiethnic churches.  
Pluralistic Multicultural Congregations.  
 The Pluralist congregations are ones that display an integrated worship 
experience on the surface, but the diversity does not go into the social networks 
(DeYoung et al. 167).  The members of these congregations are willing to meet together 
but not eat together.  These churches integrate aspects of different cultures in their 
singing or different activities, but the relationships between people of different ethnicities 
beyond these events reflect a homogenous mindset (DeYoung et al. 167).  DeYmaz states 
that in multiethnic congregations “relationships are critical to its success, given that so 
many of them must be developed with individuals of various cultures” (DeYmaz and 
Okuwobi 170).  Other practitioners in reconciliation agree that relationships across ethnic 
lines are key to true reconciliation (Perkins and Rice 220). 
Not all leaders of multiethnic churches agree on how much separation and 
mixture there should be between ethnicities during more intimate settings such as small 
groups during the week (Lee 18).  Some pastors see breaking up the weekly life groups 
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according to ethnicity as beneficial to creating safe space for the differing ethnicities.  As 
a result, there are multiethnic churches that create life groups around ethnic lines.   
Others, however, see this as undermining the true diversity that is meant to be built (Lee 
18). 
Integrated Multicultural Congregations.   
The final and most rare form of multiethnic church is the integrated church 
(DeYoung et al. 168).  This integrated culture is described as “a hybrid of the distinct 
cultures that have joined together in one church” (DeYoung et al. 168).  In this kind of 
church, egalitarianism is vital.  There are no outsiders, no us verses them, and no 
paternalism from the dominant group (DeYoung et al. 168).   
While integration is the goal of many churches, seeing this happen is challenging.  
In a case study of a multiethnic church in the northwestern part of the country, the 
leadership is concerned with the lack of integration between the Hispanic population and 
the rest of the church.  They have the actual services such as Bible study or singing that 
the Spanish-speaking population attends, yet after these highly structured events there are 
opportunities for the more relational activities offered, to which that population in the 
church rarely stays and partakes (Gushiken 124–25). 
Challenges to Integration 
There are several key characteristics that mark multiethnic churches.  These key 
factors are location, denomination, and leadership (Dougherty and Emerson 5–7).  
Several other contributors to diverse churches are worship styles accommodating more 
upbeat and contemporary style, addressing racial issues in intentional ways, hosting small 
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groups, having shorter histories as a church, and having larger congregations (Dougherty 
and Emerson 7).   
However, many churches that desire to become multiethnic either fail at the 
beginning or eventually revert back to being homogenous after starting diverse 
(DeYoung et al. 170).  There are a plethora of reasons that churches that desire to be 
multiethnic struggle, but the key here is that these churches desire to be multiethnic.  
Here are a few reasons that this portion of the literature review will look at: a lack of 
willingness to relinquish power, relational dynamics, seeing race through different lens, 
leadership, and the normalization of whiteness. 
Need to relinquish power 
Sanders insists that the call of the church is to go beyond tolerance to 
reconciliation (Sanders 144).  However, this kind of reconciliation requires that no group 
in an organization dominates the other (Sanders 143).  This means at times groups may 
have to be willing to give up power.  DeYoung reinforces this point in saying, “Unless 
congregations themselves exhibit egalitarian relationships and a new hybrid culture, they 
are limited in their power to promote equality and integration” (DeYoung et al. 168).  
Later he goes on to state that this dominance is often seen in the lack of diversity in 
leadership (DeYoung et al. 171).   
Relational Challenges 
Another challenge to integration is seen in the relational dynamic of homophily.  
Homophily is the principle that contact between similar people occurs at a higher rate 
than among dissimilar people (McPherson et al. 416).  This principle applies to 
relationships across the board such as intimate relationships like marriage, relationships 
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in the workplace, and friendships (McPherson et al. 418).  This principle can easily lead 
to overgeneralizations of those outside of similar circles causing a belief that those 
groups have little to offer (Cleveland, “The Preeminence of Christ in Us” 36).  
This concept of homophily has great implications for the church as well due to the 
fact that evangelicals spend 70 percent of their time with people in their own 
congregations (DeYmaz 24).  The biggest divide amongst people is that of race and 
ethnicity (McPherson et al. 420).  The majority of congregations are mono-ethnic, 
meaning that most evangelicals perpetuate the relational distance with people from 
different ethnic backgrounds (DeYmaz 24).    
What studies have found, however, is that many churches that have diversity in 
their pews on Sunday still struggle to see relationships formed outside of individual 
ethnic silos.  We observed this dynamic in the Pluralistic Multiethnic church model 
where people may be willing to meet together but not necessarily eat together (DeYoung 
et al. 167).  As Dougherty and Emerson noted, “Co-presence does not automatically 
result in cross-racial friendships (Dougherty and Emerson 20). 
Seeing Race through different lens 
One of the difficult barriers to detect in pursuing multiethnic ministry is that 
Black and White Christians see the topic of race through different lens (Perkins and Rice 
70).  Many white evangelicals that have seen the need for reconciliation in the church 
have embraced an individualistic approach to reconciliation but have rejected the 
systemic issues that continue to bring division (Emerson and Smith 67; Rah 30).  In 
general, Whites have developed a mindset that is more individualistic than Blacks, who, 
due to their experiences in the country, have come to see life more through a collectivism 
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lens (DeYmaz and Okuwobi 100).   Based on a survey conducted by Michael Emerson 
and Christina Smith that looked at the differences in how Blacks and Whites viewed 
racial inequalities, they discovered that Black conservative Protestants are actually less 
individualistic than other Blacks while at the same time White conservatives are actually 
more individualistic than other Whites (Emerson and Smith 97). “This means in how 
whites and blacks explain racial inequality the gap is actually greater for religious 
conservatives than for others” (Emerson and Smith 97). 
This reveals the communication gap that happens when communicating across 
ethnic lines.  Gregg Okesson, professor of cross-cultural communication, remarked on 
this idea, “Cross-cultural communication is hard work.  It requires letting go of the 
privilege of always being understood and the luxury of acting intuitively” (Okesson 
8/10/2017).  Many in fields of social work and healthcare are even moving away from the 
idea of cultural competency to more of an approach of cultural humility where 
individuals and institutions do not master other’s cultures but rather enter into a “life long 
process of learning” (Fisher-Borne et al. 171) .   
There will be much room for misunderstanding and without humility the tendency 
will be to revert back to our own silos.  This learning must go beyond a humility to learn 
about other cultures but a willingness to also learn about one’s own.  Cultural awareness 
demands that people grow in their ability to “reflect crucially on the practices and 
products of their own culture” (Alcántara 287). 
Leadership Challenges 
One of the great impediments to multiethnic ministry is seen in leadership 
(DeYoung et al. 170).  Just as leadership can be one of the greatest drivers of diversity, 
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leadership can also be one of the greatest hindrances to it as well.  Leadership in a typical 
multiethnic church must be convinced, competent, and part of a multiethnic leadership 
team (Dougherty and Emerson 6).  
 Leaders must be convinced that they are supposed to be multiethnic and 
deliberate about promoting diversity (DeYoung et al. 170; Edwards and Kim 217).  
Because leaders help to set the priorities in a church, it is important that this is part of the 
leader’s personal priority (Dougherty and Emerson 6).  In United by Faith, there are three 
major barriers that lie with leadership and growing multiethnic:  head, heart, and history.  
Head asks the question of the leaders’ willingness to learn all they can about multiethnic 
ministry.  Heart asks the question of the leaders’ passion for becoming multiethnic.  
Finally, the history asks whether or not the leader has a history of living integrated 
(DeYoung et al. 170).  Without this fundamental conviction, the challenges of leading in 
a multiethnic church will more than likely cause someone to give up.   
Along with being convinced, the leader must also be skilled in ministering cross-
culturally (Branson and Martinez, chap.4).  In reference to 1 Corinthians 1:21, Don 
Carson uses the term “fundamental idolatries” to describe a culture’s stumbling blocks to 
the gospel (Keller 18).  Keller goes on to explain how each culture has a “cultural 
narrative” that shapes how a culture sees itself and the world around it (Keller 18).  An 
effective leader of a multiethnic church must be able to recognize and minister in light of 
these differing cultural narratives.   
The leadership team of a church should reflect the diversity that is desired in the 
church.  Multiethnic leadership teams are an “important factor” in determining 
multiethnic congregations (Dougherty and Emerson 6; Okesson).  This shows that the 
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need is not only learning to lead people who are different ethnically, but also that we lead 
with people who are from different ethnicities.   
Normalization of Whiteness 
The last and perhaps hardest to detect of the barriers to consider is that of the 
normalization of whiteness.  In the book The Elusive Dream, Korie Edwards describes 
“White normativity” as reinforcing the normalization of Whites’ ethnicity in cultural 
practices and how things are supposed to be done (Edwards, “The Elusive Dream” 10).  
Edwards goes on to demonstrate this in a study that compared worship practices in 
interracial churches as compared to those that have been predominately White or Black. 
Churches that are multiethnic tend to mirror churches that are composed of 
majority White while differing from those that are majority Black (Edwards, “The 
Elusive Dream” 22).  This phenomenon reinforces the idea of White privilege which 
Soong-Chan Rah describes as, “The system that places White culture in American society 
at the center with all other cultures at the fringes” (Rah 72).  Black churches are 8.6 times 
more likely to participate in hand raising and 4.7 times more likely to participate in verbal 
affirmation than multiethnic churches (Edwards, “The Elusive Dream” 22).  However, 
there is no difference between these practices in White churches and multiethnic churches 
(Edwards, “The Elusive Dream” 22).  The same goes for choirs being used in service.  
While Black churches are seven times more likely to use a choir than multiethnic 
churches, the use of choirs is the same between white churches and interracial churches 
(Edwards, “The Elusive Dream” 22-23).  The same is true for greetings during service.  
Whereas White churches and multiethnic churches tend to be the same in the usage of 
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this greet time, Black churches are “far less likely than interracial churches” to have this 
type of greeting time (Edwards, “The Elusive Dream” 23).     
This normalization also extends to the addressing of social issues in multiethnic 
churches.  In Edwards’ same study, she found that when all things are equal (size and age 
of church, denomination, etc.) African-American churches are politically more involved 
than interracial churches while white churches get involved politically about the same 
rate as interracial churches (Edwards, “The Elusive Dream” 41).  On the same note, black 
churches are 2.6 times more likely to engage in race-related discussions than interracial 
churches while white churches and interracial churches address these types of discussions 
at the same rate (Edwards, “The Elusive Dream” 41).  In reference to these findings, 
Edwards concluded that in worship practices and social engagement that “it appears that 
interracial churches tend to adopt congregational culture more common to white 
churches” (Edwards, "The Elusive Dream" 42).  This may be rooted in a tacit 
ethnocentrism.  Tacit ethnocentrism is a term to describe how a person sees one’s 
particular culture as normal not cultural (Howell and Paris 34).  When this is the lens by 
how people in the church operate, cultural superiority goes easily undetected.  This idea 
is summed up well by Bryan Loritts, “What makes white evangelicalism problematic is 
that it has never truly submitted itself as simply one of many perspectives within the 
buffet of American Christianity” (Loritts, "Insider Outsider" chap.1) 
While many churches and church leaders like the concept of being multiethnic, 
there seems to be other hidden commitments that work against that change that they are 
trying to see.  Robert Kegan and Lisa Laskow Lahey describe this idea as “immunity to 
change” (Kegan and Lahey, chap.4).  There may be a commitment goal but then there are 
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the commitments of what the church is actually doing.  This reveals the hidden 
competing commitments (Kegan and Lahey, chap. 4).  Here is a chart describing what 
this may look like for a church dealing one of the challenges listed above (as modified 
from Kegan and Lahey in chapter 4): 




We want our church to 
become more ethnically and 
culturally diverse. 
We consistently only play 
music that reflects one 
dominant culture. 
We are committed to 
preserving the preferences 
of the dominant group in 
our worship services. 
 
The Missing Piece in This Research 
Earlier in this section we were able to see that the multiethnic movement has 
gained some traction in that we have just over 13 percent multiethnic churches in the 
United States (Edwards and Kim. 213).  In 1998, 20 percent of church attendees were in 
all White congregations and by 2006-07 that number dropped to 14 percent (Edwards and 
Kim 215).  This means that churches that have been predominately White are becoming 
more diverse.  However, churches that have been predominately African American, 
Hispanic, or Asian have continued to be the same in the same period of time (Edwards 
and Kim. 215).  This seems to suggest that the traction we are seeing in the Multiethnic 
Movement is about non-White groups assimilating into the White culture (Edwards and 
Kim 215).   
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The multiethnic churches in the United States are predominately led by White 
head pastors.  When examining the multiethnic churches, we find that anywhere between 
68 percent and 70 percent are headed by White pastors (Edwards 56; Dougherty and 
Emerson 16).  Recent studies have shown improvements in the number of Black pastors 
leading in the pulpit.  In 1998, 4 percent of multiethnic churches were lead by Black 
pastors and in 2012 that number was 17 percent (Dougherty and Emerson 16).   
What I find missing in my research is a need to understand multiethnic churches 
from a uniquely Black context. The next section will look at Black leadership in 
institutions outside of the church to begin to understand how these dynamics may or may 
not relate to Blacks leading in a multiethnic church. 
Black Leadership in Multiethnic Environments 
The Church is not the only institution in the US that has attempted to diversify.  
These institutions have had people of all colors and ethnicities leading in multiethnic 
environments.  This section will look specifically at black leaders in three types of 
institutions: education, business, and politics.   
Education 
The challenge of the education system in many places in the United States is that 
it operates based on principles and values that are Eurocentric in nature (Glocke 107).  
More specifically this is seen in the value system of materialism, competition, control, 
conflict, and linear-ordinal ranking (Glocke 107).  In this particular environment, people 
of color are forced to play by the rules in order to get along. 
An organization called Education Trust conducted a series of focus groups on 
black teachers in the k-12 range in 2016 (Griffin and Tackie 37).  Over the course of 
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several questions and interviews, the common challenges for these teachers were: being 
relegated to only teach black students, having their voices overshadowed or quieted in 
staff meetings, being asked to tone down or act more professional, and being pigeon-
holed in their teaching assignments and leadership roles in the school (Griffin and Tackie 
39-40).  These modern conditions for black teachers seem to contribute to the ongoing 
challenge of recruiting and retaining black teachers. 
The student population is diversifying in America, but the teachers in the 
classroom do not seem to be diversifying at nearly the same rate (Bryan and Ford 156).  
As of 2009, 47 percent of the public student population in the US were Black, Latino, 
Asian, or Native American students (Bryan and Ford 156).  However, at the same time 75 
percent of teachers were white females, 10 percent were white males, 6 percent were 
black females, and only 1 percent black males (Bryan and Ford 156). It is rare to have a 
Black teacher in an authority role, especially Black male teachers.   
The struggle for minorities, in particular Blacks, extends beyond the grade-level 
challenges to the university as well.  In an article examining Black professors on White 
campuses, Lorenzo Middleton found that “black educators, particularly, seem to be 
resigned to an atmosphere of professional and social isolation on white campuses” 
(Middleton).  He further elaborates on this dilemma by stating the pressure felt by some 
to constantly “prove” their metal to white colleagues (Middleton).     
The pressure to prove one’s self as a professor is amplified by evaluations given 
by students at the end of a semester.  Student evaluations play a pivotal role in the hiring, 
promotion, range of salary, and tenure of professors at universities (Basow et al. 352).  
According to a 2009 study by Ho, Thomsen, and Sidanius on rating professor 
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competence and sensitivity, women and African-Americans have the greater burden to 
prove competence in higher-level positions (Basow et al. 354).  An example of this is 
seen in an interview where host, Anthony Bradley, shared his reality as a Black professor, 
“When a black male professor stands in a room with predominately white students…I 
have a 5-10 minute window on the first day of class to dispel the notions of what my 
students assume black men are like.  If I fail in that 5-10 window my evaluation will be 
lower” (Keller et al., sec.17 minutes in).  The unwritten need to prove one’s self does not 
leave when entering more Christian educational environments.   
There seems to be similarities in challenges seen in the overall education system 
and in the seminaries as well.  In 2007, the Chronicle of Higher Education conducted a 
random sampling of twenty seminaries and found that only 7 percent of the faculty were 
nonwhite (Rah 20).  Among the evangelical seminaries, 31 percent of the students were 
minorities as of 2005 while the percentage of faculty at these institutions were 12 percent 
minorities (Rah 19).  The seminaries train the leaders of the church and shape the 
theology and teaching which means that the theology of the church in evangelical 
America is largely shaped by a white male lens.   
Business 
The reality of normalization of whiteness is seen in the executive level of many of 
the top businesses in America as well.  Only fifteen Black people have served as CEOs in 
the history of the Fortune 500 and five are currently in their role (Mcgirt 78).  On top of 
that, Blacks make up 4.7 percent of executive team members of the top one hundred 
companies (Mcgrit 78).   
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Along with the under represented number of Blacks in executive leadership, the 
dominance of Whites in leadership can lead to some “prescribing Whiteness for 
prototypical leaders thereby reducing the fit between Blackness and leadership” 
(Livingston and Pearce 1229).  As recently as 2012, White men held 75 percent of board 
seats on the top five hundred traded companies in the United States (Dingle et al. 67).   
For the Black leaders that serve in CEO or executive roles in top businesses this means 
assimilating into a space that is underrepresented by Black people.   
Mcgrit describes the climb up the company ladder as challenging and daunting 
due to factors such as “age-old prejudice and societal preconceptions”(Mcgrit 79).  The 
task of climbing this ladder brings a constant awareness of race in the workplace and the 
need to represent well for other Blacks (Mcgrit 79).  After conversations with dozens of 
Black men working as executives, Mcgrit found the reoccurring challenge of “striving to 
appear focused at the office but not too aggressive; hungry but not threatening; well 
dressed but not showy; talented but not too damn talented” (Mcgrit 79). 
Black executive, David Sutphens, sums this balancing act of Blacks in executive 
roles up well.  He uses the term “Happy warrior” to describe the role that Blacks have to 
assume of being exceptional without being frightening (Mcgrit 81).  This description is 
largely about Black men while at the same time recognizing there are other unique 
challenges to Black women in general.     
In research done by Livingston and Pearce, there are certain traits that allow for 
Blacks to attain leadership positions in White dominated spaces.  They hypothesized that 
Blacks that have gained leadership in these positions have had disarming qualities about 
them to make them appear less threatening than other Blacks; a main attribute is that of 
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having a baby face (Livingston and Pearce 1229).  After two studies where variables 
were considered, they found that the success of male black leaders corresponded to facial 
attributes that portrayed warmth (Livingston and Pearce 1234).  The researchers 
concluded that the warmth indicated a less threatening demeanor; therefore, granting 
more success to Blacks that appeared to be less intimidating (Livingston and Pearce 
1234).  The idea here is that Blacks who lead in spaces where whiteness is the norm have 
to appear harmless and non-intimidating.   
Politics 
Our previous observations reveal that there are obvious challenges for Blacks 
leading in the multicultural worlds of business and education.  However, this was most 
clearly visible in the election and presidency of our
 
forty-fourth President of the United 
States, President Barak Obama.  Researchers Niambi Carter and Pearl Dowe argue that 
“In order for whites, even self-identified liberals, to feel secure about voting for Obama, 
they needed to know he would not betray their interests in favor of the interests of black 
people”(Carter and Dowe 106).  They claim that Obama, a biracial man that strongly 
identifies with the Black identity, was able to lead at such a level in a major multiethnic 
environment because of “racial exceptionalism” (Carter and Dowe 106).   
Racial exceptionalism in President Obama’s ascendancy involved affirming his 
blackness and building solidarity with Blacks while universalizing his blackness to 
appeal to Whites (Carter and Dowe 106).  Without prior knowledge of candidates, Whites 
tend to think of non-white candidates as less trust-worthy, less effective, and less 
intelligent (Carter and Dowe 108).  It is when Whites are assured that black politicians do 
not threaten their interests that their posture towards them change (Carter and Dowe 108).  
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Obama had to navigate those challenges in his first election of 2008 while still 
overcoming the accusation of overlooking the needs and concerns of the Black 
community (Carter and Dowe 109; Terry 48–49). 
Obama had to learn the balancing rope of identifying with his blackness and 
appealing to the larger community in his early politics in Chicago.  Obama not only had 
backgrounds in Kansas and Hawaii, but he was an Ivy League graduate as well (Coates 
56).  Again, this speaks to his “exceptionalism.”  In a rather crass statement, Coates 
contrasts how Obama faced challenges differently than Donald Trump in being elected: 
“To secure the White House, Obama needed to be a Harvard-trained lawyer with a 
decade of political experience and an incredible gift for speaking to cross sections of the 
country; Donald Trump needed only money and white bluster”(Coates 66).  
Along with the views of others, Obama’s upbringing impacted his views in a way 
that helped him to lead in such a multiethnic context.  According to his own words, 
because of growing up in a biracial home that accepted him, he did not bring “the 
working assumption of discrimination, the working assumption that white people would 
not treat me right or give me an opportunity or judge me [other than] on the basis of 
merit” (Coates 57).  This influenced the comfort level of Obama when he walked in 
rooms filled with White people (Coates 57).  
One major strategy employed by Obama during his presidential campaign was 
deracialization.  The theory of deracialization, brought to the spotlight by McCormick 
and Johnson (1993), “argues that for black candidates seeking national leadership 
positions, it is prudent to forego explicitly racial language to appeal to a wider array of 
voters, generally the white majority” (Carter and Dowe 108).  Even after Obama’s 
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election, there were times when he received backlash from even a hint of racial overtone.  
When he commented in July of 2009 on black Harvard professor, Henry Louis Gates, 
being arrested in his own home he mentioned that the police “acted stupidly” (Coates 63).  
As a result of this statement, a third of Whites felt less favorably towards Obama (Coates 
63).    
While this approach of ignoring the language of race helped with White voters, it 
did not always strengthen Obama’s connection to the black community that often desired 
more agenda items that spoke more to black issues (Carter and Dowe 109; Terry 48).  To 
this charge President Obama responded in a 2010 edition of Black Enterprise that, “He is 
the not the president of Black America (Terry 49). 
Other black voices such as Britney Cooper, professor at Rutgers, challenged 
Obama and other Black leaders’ respectability politics.  She wrote in an article, 
“Moderate Black people – Barack Obama included – continue to believe that the way to 
bring white people into the anti-racist fold is by conceding some ground in order to gain 
more ground” (Cooper).  Obama has had to learn how to talk about race in a way that 
does not “raise the ire” of Whites (Dyson 5).  This has been a challenge of Blacks in 
leadership, creating an environment that does not awaken the anger or suspicion of 
Whites in their contingency.    
Shared experiences of Black leaders 
One thing that is evident from looking at education, business, and politics is that 
there are similar challenges that Blacks tend to face when leading across different areas 
of society.  Black leaders must learn to navigate a world where Whiteness is normalized.  
This normalization is seen in the education system and the boardrooms of Fortune 500 
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companies.  This is true for political advancement and even in multiethnic churches.  
Black leaders must learn to present themselves as safe and non-threatening to White 
people and the interests of White people.  Black leaders carry a responsibility, or at least 
perceived responsibility, to the Black community.   
These areas of education, business, and politics pose similar challenges as those 
seen by Black leaders in multiethnic churches.  In a case study of a multiethnic church, 
Edwards highlighted the challenges of the Black pastor in connecting to Blacks and 
Whites: “Whites appreciated him for what many African-Americans did not, his 
intellectual religious orientation.  He emphasized understanding spiritual things more 
than experiencing them.  Yet, he was also caught between two worlds.  He was not fully 
embraced by either African Americans or Whites” (Edwards, “The Elusive Dream” 66).  
Edwards went on to explain the tension.  The Blacks felt frustration at the lack of 
bringing more African American religious culture to church and the Whites were 
accepting as long as “those parts of his identity that were particular to his Black 
experience remained concealed” (Edwards, “The Elusive Dream” 66).     
This act of walking a fine line causes many Black people, and leaders especially, 
to assimilate into a system and culture that is foreign to their Black heritage in churches 
that are moving towards diversity.  Edwards makes this observation based on a 2008 
study: 
Multiracial congregations, when compared with both predominately white 
congregations and congregations of color, are more inclined to participate in the 
kinds of religious and extra religious practices in which predominately white 
churches participate. Situating her findings in critical whiteness theory, Edwards 
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(2008b) argues that because whites are accustomed to being culturally normative 
and structurally privileged and are unused to addressing issues of race, multiracial 
congregations will need to minimize racial conflict and primarily address the 
preferences and desires of Whites if they are to keep whites attending. (Edwards 
and Kim 221) 
The following research in chapter three is for the purpose of identifying the 
commonalities amongst Blacks who lead multiethnic churches today.  
Summary of Literature 
Within this chapter, we have traced some of the history of the church’s response 
to race issues in our church dating all the way back to the early days of slavery.  In 
tracing this history, we found examples of Black preachers who ministered and led 
diverse populations even in the most racially charged times of slavery.  While it was true 
that Blacks ministered cross-culturally, this did not mean Black people were fully 
embraced into the faith communities.  The result of the lack of embracing Blacks into 
their congregations was the birthing of the Black Church. 
The second section looked at the history and uniqueness of Black Churches.  
Black churches are very diverse in style and theology; however, there are some 
characteristics that have marked many of these churches across the board.  Before 
looking at reconciliation within the Church, it was important to attempt to understand 
why many churches were segregated across ethnic lines in the first place. 
The third section delved into the development of the multiethnic movement.  
Although there have been people who have championed the call for racial reconciliation 
in the church for many years, this chapter used the 1960’s as the starting point.  This 
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section also brought to light some of the challenges this movement has seen and the 
progress that has been made.  The gap in this research was a deeper look into the unique 
challenges of Black pastors in leading multiethnic churches in light of the racial history in 
this nation and the church.     
The final section sought to understand the unique challenges of Black pastors by 
looking at the unique challenges of Black people in leadership in the educational system, 
in business, and in politics.  Each arena presented challenges that were specific to those 
areas, but there were some challenges that were prevalent across the board.  The 
challenges that are common may lead to helping the researcher to understand one of the 
primary questions in this project: What are the unique challenges faced by Blacks 
desiring to lead multiethnic churches and how can these pastors and churches mitigate 






RESEARCH METHODOLOGY FOR THE PROJECT 
 
Overview of the Chapter 
 
This chapter will review the purpose of this project and the research questions that 
has guided the research.  The purpose and research questions guided how the researcher 
designed the project.  This chapter takes a detailed look at the design of how this project 
has come together by looking at the participants, the ethical considerations, 
instrumentation, data collection, and data analysis.   
Nature and Purpose of the Project 
            The purpose of this project was to provide African American pastors with tools to 
understand planting and leading multiethnic churches by identifying the unique barriers 
and best practices in Black-led multiethnic churches in the state of Ohio and surrounding 
areas.  While there is much written on the topic of multiethnic ministry from the last forty 
years, the field of research in this area is still relatively young (Dougherty and Emerson 
7).  As a result, there is a gap of information dealing with this topic from the standpoint 
of Blacks leading these multiethnic churches.  This pre-intervention project seeks to 
better understand these dynamics and serve as a tool to better equip practitioners and 












Research Question 1: What challenges do pastors commonly face when attempting 
to lead multiethnic churches? 
The questionnaire for pastors of multiethnic churches that went out to twenty 
pastors (QP) was used in identifying these challenges.  The quantitative questions in 
numbers 9-15 identified patterns of challenges faced by both White and Black pastors.  
Question 16 asked specifically for five of the top challenges that the participant faced 
when leading multiethnic churches.  
Interview questions to the five pastors leading multiethnic churches (IP) also 
addressed this question.  The first of the semi-structured questions asked about the 
challenges of leading multiethnic churches.  This gave us more in depth answers to this 
research question.. 
Research Question 2: How are these challenges different for Black pastors as 
compared with White pastors?   
The Questionnaires (QP) also addressed this question as well.  The demographic 
questions helped me to identify the Black pastors and the White pastors so that when 
analyzing the following questions I was able to not only get descriptive analysis but also 
comparative analysis.    
Conducting the semi-structured interviews (IP) allowed the researcher to compare 
and contrast between the three black pastors and two white pastors.  These interviews 
went more in depth with the questions and gave room for the interviewee to lead the 
conversation based on his/her experiences to help this project better understand the 
different challenges for White and Black pastors. 
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Research Question 3:  How have Black pastors navigated these challenges? 
Both the questionnaires (QP) and interviews (IP) shed light on this third and final 
research question.  The questionnaires ended with the question: Give us one or two 
examples of how you have navigated through one of these challenges.  The answer to that 
question was later explored in the interviews.    
The interviews were the primary way that I was able to get information for this 
third question.  The second semi-structured question asked the interviewee to talk about 
how these challenges were navigated.  These interviews gave me greater insight about 
how Black pastors mitigated the challenges of leading while Black.   
Ministry Context 
 
This project spanned across several denominations and tribes within Protestant 
churches in the state of Ohio. One commonality for these churches is that they were all 
Protestant.  Most would identify as Evangelical.  Evangelicalism is a movement of 
“gospel centrality, focused on the primacy of scripture and justification by faith that 
emerged from the reformation” (Chang).  The church did not have to consider themselves 
evangelical, however, due the complication that comes from using that name.  The reason 
for these commonalities is mainly because the recent multiethnic movement has been 
largely protestant and conservative (Edwards and Kim 215).   
             Currently, anywhere between 68 percent and 70 percent of multiethnic churches are 
headed by white pastors (Edwards 56; Dougherty and Emerson 16).  Recent studies have 
shown improvements in the number of Black pastors leading in the pulpit.  In 1998, 4 
percent of multiethnic churches were lead by Black pastors and in 2012 that number was 17 
percent (Dougherty and Emerson 16).  While these numbers are hopeful, there is little 
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written on them specifically so the researcher sought to identify unique challenges by 
looking at ten Black pastors of multiethnic churches as well as ten White pastors from 
multiethnic churches.  This project used the 80/20 Rule to determine whether or not the 
church was multiethnic or not.   
Participants 
 
Criteria for Selection 
             Our questionnaires went out to twenty pastors either from the state of Ohio or 
within a five-hour drive from Cincinnati, OH.  Our hope was that twenty people would be 
enough to reach a saturation point where a pattern can be seen (Sensing, chap.4).  The 
sample criteria for the questionnaires were senior and lead pastors of Protestant churches 
that were no more than 80 percent of one majority ethnicity.  This is the standard in much 
of the research in multiethnic studies with the understanding that more than 80 percent of 
one ethnicity means that one group is dominant in the leadership and direction of the 
church making it primarily homogeneous.  Some of these churches were planted as 
multiethnic churches from the beginning, some of these churches merged and became 
multiethnic, and the others were churches that transitioned to become multiethnic 
churches.  The questionnaire identified how they became multiethnic churches. 
              In selecting the pastors to send the questionnaires to, the researcher relied on 
snowball convenience sampling.  Some of the pastors that participated in this research 
were leading congregations that I was at least familiar with while the other pastors in this 
research were either unknown or only known from a distance.  Having participants that 
were not familiar to the researcher helped to limit the potential for personal bias in the 
questions and interpretations of the questions.   
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              Half of the questionnaires went to self-identified Black pastors while the other 
half went to self-identified White pastors.  The goal was to help identify, describe, and 
compare similarities and differences between pastors of different ethnicities when leading 
multiethnic churches.  We gave room for the pastors to self-identify in regards to their 
ethnicity.  This research initially used Ohio as the geographical limitation but later 
extended the pool to those within a five-hour drive from Cincinnati, OH.  
           For the interviews, the researcher used the same selection criteria as for the 
questionnaires.  The only difference was the interviews required a particular availability 
and proximity that made the interviews reasonable to accomplish within a one-month 
period.   
Description of Participants 
 
          The participants consisted of both males and females with education levels varying 
from High School diploma to doctoral degrees.  All participants were over 18 years of 
age and were pastoring in the state of Ohio or neighboring states.   
           All but one of the pastors included in the questionnaires (QP) and interviews (IP) 
were in their role for at least two years.  The pastors self-identified as it relates to their 
ethnicity.  For example, they could identify as Black/African American or 
White/Caucasian.  The respective churches that they led were multiethnic using the 80/20 
rule. 
Ethical Considerations 
          We were able to gain consent and inform participants of confidentiality by using a 
consent forms (see below in appendix A).  This consent was sent electronically to the 
pastors in the QP’s before they were able to begin the questionnaires.  Before beginning the 
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interviews, I verbally obtained consent to proceed and to record the interviews by reading 
aloud a modified consent form.  Here is a sample of the consent form we sent to the 
participants of the questionnaires:  
The purpose of this research project is to provide minority pastors, with an 
emphasis on those who are African Americans, with tools to understand the nature of 
planting and leading multiethnic churches by identifying the unique barriers and best 
practices in Black-led multiethnic churches in the state of Ohio.  This is a research project 
being conducted by Brian Taylor at Asbury Theological Seminary. You are invited to 
participate in this research project because you are a pastor of a multiethnic church and 
your input is valuable to this project. 
Your participation in this research study is voluntary. You may choose not to 
participate. If you decide to participate in this research survey, you may withdraw at any 
time.  If you decide not to participate in this study or if you withdraw from participating 
at any time, you will not be penalized. 
The procedure involves filling an online questionnaire that will take 
approximately 20 minutes. Your responses will be confidential and your name and email 
will not be reflected in this project or shared with others. The questions will be about 
your experiences leading a multiethnic church. 
We will do our best to keep your information confidential. All data is stored in a 
password protected electronic format. To help protect your confidentiality, the 
questionnaires will not contain information that will personally identify you. The results 
of this study will be used for scholarly purposes only and may be shared with 
representatives from Asbury Theological Seminary. 
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If you have any questions about the research study, please contact Brian Taylor at 
brian.taylor@asburyseminary.edu. This research has been reviewed according to Asbury 
Theological Seminary IRB procedures for research involving human subjects. 
            The interviews were audibly recorded and later transcribed by someone who I hired.  
Before that person began, they viewed and signed the confidentiality agreement.  Here is the 
confidentiality agreement that was used. 
Confidentiality Agreement  
This form may be used for individuals hired to conduct specific research tasks, e.g., recording or 
editing image or sound data, transcribing, interpreting, translating, entering data, destroying data. 
 
Project title -  
 
I,      ,    have been hired to    
      (specific job description, e.g., interpreter/translator)  
 
I agree to - 
 
1. Keep all the research information shared with me confidential by not discussing or sharing the 
research information in any form or format (e.g., disks, tapes, transcripts) with anyone other than 
the Researcher(s). 
 
2. Keep all research information in any form or format (e.g., disks, tapes, transcripts) secure while it 
is in my possession. 
 
3. Return all research information in any form or format (e.g., disks, tapes, transcripts) to the 
Researcher(s) when I have completed the research tasks. 
 
4. After consulting with the Researcher(s), erase or destroy all research information in any form or 
format regarding this research project that is not returnable to the Researcher(s) (e.g., information 
















(Print Name)             (Signature)       (Date) 
 
The plan for this study has been reviewed for its adherence to ethical guidelines and approved by 
IRB (Internal Review Board) at Asbury Theological Seminary.  For questions regarding participant rights 
and ethical conduct of research, contact the IRB at Asbury Theological Seminary or email the researcher 
directly at: brian.taylor@asburyseminary.edu.   
 
Instrumentation 
 This project will consist of two different instruments: questionnaires for pastors 
(QP) and interviews for pastors (IP).  The questionnaires will go to the largest sample of 






QP questions Administered through email: 
Demographic Questions 
1. What is your role with your church and how long have you served in that role? 
2. How old is your church? 
3. How many weekly attendees do you typically have in your church? 
4. Which of these descriptions best describe how you identify? Black/African 
American, White/Caucasian, Latino, Middle Eastern, Asian, Other 
5. What is the approximate ethnic breakdown (by %) of your congregation on a 
typical Sunday service? 
6. How did your church become multiethnic? Circle One 
a. Church planting phase 
b. Transitioned (please include year) 
c. Merger (please include year) 
7. Are you part of a denomination or network of churches?  If so, which one? 





Please answer the following questions by circling one answer:  
Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree 
 
9. I was involved in some diverse organizations/sports that helped prepare me for 
leadership in a multiethnic environment. 
Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree 
 
10. I frequently experience conflict when selecting music that connects with the 
diverse group of people in my church. 
Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree 
 
11. I have addressed racial issues on a Sunday morning and/or with members in my 
church within the last two years. 
Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree 
 
12. Our congregation expects me to address racial issues when they come up from the 
pulpit and at other times. 




13. Our church consistently participates in outreach opportunities in diverse 
communities. 
Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree 
 
14. I frequently feel the need to adjust my leadership style to accommodate the 
diverse group of people in my church. 
Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree 
 
15. I frequently feel the need to adjust my preaching style to accommodate the diverse 
group of people in my church. 
Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree 
 
Please answer the following questions in the space provided: 
16. Can you identify your top five challenges in leading a multiethnic church? 
17. Give one or two examples of how you have navigated through one of these 
challenges. 
 
After receiving the responses from the questionnaires, we selected five pastors to 
do a semi-structured interview.  The interview questions sought to get more insight into 
responses from the questionnaires.  In order to do this, the researcher used interpretive 
questions in the interviews that correlated with the questions in the questionnaires but 
allowed for more interpretation.  Here are some of the questions used in the semi-
structured interviews: 
IP Questions Administered face to face: 
(These are the general questions that I started out with in the interview).   
1. Have you experienced any challenges in leading a multiethnic church?  If so, 
what kind of challenges have you had to deal with? 




(Below are more specific questions that I was able to refer to when needed during the 
interview). 
Worship: 
1. How would you describe the music aspect of worship? 
a. Possible follow-up question: Do you provide musical styles and cultural 
representation of diverse styles of people groups not present in your 
congregation? 
2. Do you experience any challenges in music selection that connects with the 
diverse group of people in your church? If so, how do you handle that challenge? 
 
Leadership 
1. Were there any experiences helped prepare you for leading in a multiethnic 
context? 
2. Was diversity a consideration in developing your leadership team?  If so, explain. 
3. Are there any challenges that arise from leading in a multiethnic context and if so 
how do you handle those challenges? 
4. What resources or groups have you sought out to assist you with multiethnic 
challenges you face as a pastor and community leader? 
5. What is the ethnic makeup of your close friends? 
 
Addressing racial issues 
1. Have you addressed racial issues on a Sunday morning or to your leaders in your 
church within the last two years?  If so, please describe. 
2. Have you preached any sermons dealing with race/diversity? 
3. Has there been any issues concerning race within your congregation that you 
have had to address at some point?  If so, what happened and how did you 
address it? 
4. How do you feel when addressing racial issues? 
5. Have you had members leave because of your stance on multiethnic issues?  
Please give examples. 
 
Evangelism 
1. What does evangelism in your church context look like? 
2. Are there any specific demographics (age, neighborhoods, ethnicities, etc.) that 




Expert Review  
This project utilized an expert review from four people in the field.  Two of the 
people that looked at the questionnaire and interview questions were people who have 
done research in the field: Oneya Okuwobi and Kevin Dougherty.  The reason for 
selecting these two was due to their experience in researching and studying in the field of 
multiethnic churches.  The other people who reviewed the questions were Kathleen 
Howell and Sherman Bradley.  Kathleen is a White pastor who has pastored a multiethnic 
church and has been a promoter and student of multiethnic ministry for several years 
now.  Sherman is a Black pastor who has planted and pastored a diverse church as well.  I 
wanted perspectives from pastors who would fit our selection criteria.   
They helped to streamline my questions and get to the heart of what the research 
is trying to get at.  With the feedback that Okuwobi gave, we determined to broaden the 
pool of questionnaires from the original plan of fourteen pastors.  This gave us a better 
chance of reaching a saturation point to identify patterns amongst the pastors.  I also 
decided to limit the pool to the state of Ohio instead of the previously wider reach of the 
United States.  With the narrower pool, the researcher could be more specific with the 
questions that this project asked in the questionnaires.  The number of interviewees 
stayed the same, however.  
The response from Kevin Dougherty was helpful in wording one of my interview 
questions.  Originally, the questionnaire and interview questions asked if people were 
involved in college athletics.  This was due to the anecdotal experience that I have 
noticed with Black pastors leading multiethnic churches that were once college athletes.  
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Instead the question became, “Were you involved in any diverse organizations/sports that 
helped prepare you for leadership in a multiethnic environment?  If so, describe.”   
The response from Sherman Bradley caused the researcher to dig a little deeper in 
the interview questions.  The interviews were semi-structured but I also had more specific 
questions when needed.  Sherman’s response helped develop more of these questions to 
take into the interview such as: What resources or groups have you sought out to assist 
you with multiethnic challenges you face as a pastor and community leader? What is the 
ethnic makeup of your close friends?  Have you had members leave because of your 
stance on multiethnic issues?  Please give examples.  In the QP questions, he added a 
valuable question, “Would you consider yourself passive or progressive in cultural 
awareness and engagement in race relations?”     
In order to get an idea of length of time for interviews, I conducted a pilot test 
with myself being the one interviewed.  The reason for this was due to the fact that as the 
researcher, I also fit the selection criteria and wanted to see how I would answer the 
questions.  The interviewer was a staff member of my church, Bethel Cincinnati Church.  
In doing this, I was also able to get a sense of which questions were most important to get 
to first and the ones that would be bonus questions depending on the time.   
Reliability and Validity of Project Design 
In conducting this project, there were some measures taken in designing the 
instruments and in the selection criteria for the subjects involved that helped ensure the 
reliability and validity of the tests.  This research utilized mixed methods consisting of 
two primary tools: questionnaires for pastors and interviews with pastors.   
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Although I had previous experience with the subject matter, the questions 
developed in the questionnaire and interviews were based in large part on research done 
by Kevin Dougherty.  In Dougherty’s study, he identified key drivers in multiethnic 
churches.  These drivers were included as the themes to the questions that were 
developed. 
The questionnaires and interviews targeted an even number of White and Black 
pastors of multiethnic churches.  There are many other ethnicities to consider, yet the 
deepest divide in the American church context still is between Black and White 
congregants.  According to Michael Emerson, “The higher the proportion of whites and 
blacks in the racial mix of the area, other things equal, the less diverse congregations will 
be” (Dougherty and Emerson 5).   
The interviews that were conducted were semi-structured interviews.  The 
questions started off with general questions that addressed the second and third research 
questions; there were other predetermined questions used as needed in the interviews.  
These questions were based on the themes that Dougherty and Smith identified as key 
drivers for multiethnic churches, yet there was room for the interviewee to guide the 
conversation and tell us what was important.  The interviewer asked clarifying questions 
throughout the interviews.  An example of a clarifying question is, “Can you describe 
more?”  The interviews were recorded with permission to later go back and transcribe.     
The selection criteria for those who participated in the interviews were as follows: 
the church had to be at least two years old, the pastor had to identify as being either Black 
or White, the congregation that they led had to be no more than 80 percent of any 
ethnicity, and they had to identify as Protestant Christian. 
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The research questions were based on drivers that were recognized in previous 
research, but the instrument was designed by the researcher in this project.  According to 
best practices in qualitative research qualitative researchers, “do not tend to use or rely on 
questionnaires or instruments developed by other researchers” (Creswell 185).   
The participants in this project were not compensated monetarily.  There was no 
need for travel reimbursements because the interviews (IP) were conducted in the city 
where the interviewee resided.  There were no incentives based on answers given in 
questionnaires or in interviews.     
Data Collection 
 
               This project used qualitative research that had a mixed-methods approach 
consisting of two different instruments: questionnaires for pastors (consisting of both 
quantitative and qualitative data) and interviews for pastors (Creswell 185).  The first part 
of this research begins with identifying the twenty pastors that meet the selection criteria 
for the questionnaires.  The purpose of utilizing twenty questionnaires in this qualitative 
research is to see “patterns or theories developed” (T. Smith).  Because the researcher is a 
practitioner as a pastor of a multiethnic congregation, a portion of the twenty pastors 
came from previous relationships.  The others came from snowball convenience 
sampling.  Half of the participants were Black pastors of multiethnic churches and the 
other half were White pastors of multiethnic churches.  They were all in the state of Ohio 
or neighboring states and identified as Protestant Christian.   
          Before sending the questionnaires, the researcher called or sent an introductory 
email asking for the participant’s willingness to participate and confirming that the 
participant fit the criteria for participation.  The email sent also included an introduction 
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of the subject to be considered as part of the consent form.  According to Whitney and 
Trosten-Boom, the first step of the interview process includes an introduction that, “sets 
the stage for the interview and includes an overview of the inquiry process, significance 
of the interview, and details about confidentiality and how the data will be utilized in the 
future” (Sensing, chap.4).  This process of calling and emailing the potential participants 
was a four-week process.   
          Once the participants were confirmed, then the first instrument was administered.  
Each participant received an email with the questionnaire (QP) and a requested timeline 
of two weeks to complete it.  If the questionnaire was not completed within two weeks, 
the participant received a follow up call, email, or text requesting he/she to complete the 
questionnaire.   
          While waiting for the questionnaires to be received, the researcher began 
identifying the potential interviewees that fit the selection criteria.  This pool came from 
those doing the questionnaires with the added use of convenient snowball sampling.  The 
criteria for this group was the same as the criteria for the pastors doing the questionnaires 
with the exception being that those who did the interviews were available and in 
relatively close proximity.   
          Before conducting the interviews, I examined the qualitative and quantitative data 
from the questionnaires.  While I did examine the questionnaires before the interviews 
took place, the deeper analysis of the questionnaires did not take place until after most of 
the interviews were conducted.  The last couple of interviews happened after further 
analysis of the questionnaires.  This data informed some of the questions for the semi-
structured interviews.   
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          Once the data from the questionnaires were analyzed, the interviews began.  The 
interviews took place over a two-month period.  Each interview was audibly recorded via 
cellular phone and later transcribed.  The researcher informed the interviewee that it was 
being recorded and read aloud the consent form and obtained verbal consent before 
proceeding with the interview.  The researcher hired someone to transcribe all the 
interviews which was done two to three weeks after the last interview was completed.  
The person who transcribed the interviews signed a confidentiality agreement (see in 
Ethical considerations).  Although the interviews were audibly recorded, the interviewer 
also took notes to “capture nonverbal and initial reactions” (Sensing, chap. 4). The 
interviews were semi-structured interviews which combined themed questions yet 
allowed for the interviewees to guide the direction (Sensing, chap.4).  
          Once the interviews and questionnaires were received, the data collection process 
was completed.  From there I began the data analysis portion of this project.  The process 
of data collection went from late May to early November.  
Data Analysis 
 
This project used a mixed methods approach to answer the three research 
questions that guided this study.  The first instrument was the questionnaire to the 
pastors; this involved demographic questions (questions 1-8), quantitative questions using 
the Likert Scale (questions 9-15), and two qualitative questions at the end.  In the 
quantitative part of the questionnaire, I first did a descriptive analysis and later a 
comparative analysis between the Black pastors and White pastors.  The questions at the 
end (questions 16 and 17) helped to develop themes in the semi-structured interviews. 
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In analyzing the qualitative data from the interviews, I started by using open 
coding to identify phenomena.  Open coding according to Strauss and Corbin is “the 
process of breaking down, examining, comparing, conceptualizing, and categorizing 
data” (Strauss and Corbin 61).  With the interviews being recorded and later transcribed, I 
began labeling key concepts in sentences and paragraphs that came from the interviews.  
Once there were a number of conceptual ideas, I began to group them into categories and 
name them.   
When the data was identified, categorized, and named, I began comparing and 
connecting the data according to the participant’s identity: Black or White.  These ethnic 
groupings were discovered through the demographic portions of instrument one (QP).  
This was done through the second step of analysis known as axial coding.  Axial coding 
is defined as a “set of procedures whereby data are put back together in new ways after 
open coding, by making connections between categories” (Strauss and Corbin 96).  It was 
this process that enabled me to connect and compare the responses to research question 3 
according to variables identified in the demographic questions.   
The final step in the coding process was selective coding.  Selective coding is “the 
process of selecting the core category, systematically relating it to other categories, 
validating those relationships, and filling in categories that need further refinement and 
development (Strauss and Corbin 116).  In this stage, I was able to bring all the data 




EVIDENCE FOR THE PROJECT 
Overview of the Chapter 
Chapter four reveals the findings from this project to answer the questions which 
guided the research.  This chapter addresses the gap of understanding in the field of 
research on the phenomenon of Black-led multiethnic churches.  The purpose of this 
project is to provide African American pastors with tools to understand planting and 
leading multiethnic churches by identifying the unique barriers and best practices in 
Black-led multiethnic churches in the state of Ohio and surrounding areas.   
In the beginning, I identify the participants which includes a chart that lists the 
participants in this project.  From there, I begin to address the three research questions 
and data from the questionnaires and interviews that correlate to each of those questions.  
Finally, I conclude this chapter with a list of my six findings, backing each one with data 
from the research.     
Participants 
            The participants in this research are lead/senior pastors of multiethnic churches.  I 
limited the pool to either the state of Ohio or within a five-hour drive from Cincinnati, 
OH.  We had ten Black pastors who responded to the surveys and ten White pastors.  Out 
of this group, I selected three Black pastors and two White pastors for interviews.  They 
represent multiethnic churches from diverse denominations and with diverse ages.  Table 
4.1 is a chart with the participants and demographics such as age of church, size of 
church, amount of time serving at the church, and how the church became multiethnic 
(church planting, merger, or transition).  Each participant is identified by their ethnicity 
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(W for white and B for black) and the order in which they appear in the research (i.e. 
BP1).  One of the Black pastors, (BP6), identified as “Multiethnic”, however, I included 
him amongst the Black pastors in this survey.  The interviews were taken from the 
sample of participants that completed the surveys.  The interview responses were 
distinguished from the survey responses by using either (-I) for interviews and (-Q) for 
questionnaires.  For instance, a comment from a questionnaire would say (BP1-Q).  A 
comment from that same pastor from the interview would say (BP1-I).  
Table 4.1 Demographics of Participants 
 
 
Research Question #1:   
What challenges do pastors commonly face when attempting to lead a multiethnic 
church? 
 
In the questionnaires that were sent out to our Black and White pastors of 
multiethnic churches, question 16 asked the participants, “Can you identify your top five 
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challenges in leading a multiethnic church” There were many different answers that 
followed, but I categorized the seven most common challenges that were listed: 
political/social issues, leadership issues, stylistic issues, assimilation issues, vision issues, 
financial concerns, and cultural misunderstandings.  There were other issues that were 
raised that did not come up as frequently as these top seven issues that were previously 
listed.  
Political and Social Issues    
The first set of issues under consideration was political and social issues.  Five of 
ten White pastors listed an issue related to this heading and five out of ten Black pastors 
listed issues related to this topic.  Under this heading, topics related to justice were 
included.  One of the white pastors (WP2-Q) mentioned balancing how much to address 
justice and talking about justice while avoiding politics.  Another White pastor (WP3-Q) 
echoed this concern by naming “political discussion” as an issue.  A White pastor (WP6-
Q) said “The political divide” and another simply said “politics” as an issue to address.  
One pastor (WP10-Q) listed politics as “the most difficult issue.”   
In gaining insight from some of the interviews of the White pastors, here are some 
of the comments that were said about political and social issues.  Our first White pastor 
interviewed said, “The church became very white in the United States and very 
conservative politically and basically became rude Republican, White Church for the 
most part…They were very nationalistic as a congregation, you know.  On the Fourth of 
July they would sing patriotic songs and they would put stuff out about voting and they 
talked about the president a lot” (WP8-I).  As the pastor continued, he mentioned, “So 
having to confront that and try to do that in a firm but loving way has been kind of, still 
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is, an ongoing challenge.”  This same sentiment was included in the remarks of our 
second White pastor interviewed, “I started to deal with topics like we’ve got to bleed the 
right wing politics out of our pulpit or for that matter any partisan politics…That brought 
a whole other backlash of people who had their Christianity and politics all commingled” 
(WP3-I).   
In response to a question asking a White pastor about addressing racially charged 
issues on Sunday, he responded by saying “Sometimes people leave the church when you 
do things like that.  They misunderstand or they’re reading it through their Facebook 
wins.  There the Fox News or MSNBC lands, so we talk frequently about you’re in the 
reconciling church, there’s a 70/30 rule.  Thirty percent of the time you’re 
uncomfortable” (WP3-I). When an important issue goes unaddressed, the same pastor 
said the people are like “Where were we on that for sure.”    
For the Black pastors, the issue of politics came up as well in response to the 
questionnaire question of listing the top five challenges.  One pastor (BP1-Q) stated 
“addressing social issues” and another Black pastor (BP2-Q) said “Far right evangelical 
view points/nationalism.”  There was another pastor (BP5-Q) that saw “Choosing what to 
say about the challenging racial issues of the day” as a top challenge while one pastor 
(BP7-Q) simply put politics.  Lastly, a pastor (BP8-Q) listed “Faithfully handling justice 
issues” as an issue in leading multiethnic churches.   
The interviews with the Black pastors gave a little more insight into some of the 
political challenges in leading a multiethnic church.  The first Black pastor interviewed 
expressed his concerns in leading a multiethnic church when he said there was “a need to 
reassure and to be willing to still be open to the issues that directly affect the African-
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American community even though we wanted to grow multiethnic” (BP3-I).  He later 
stated in response to his felt responsibility as a Black pastor to address social issues, “So I 
say that to say I’ve not only had that felt responsibility to respond inside the church, but 
inside the city as a whole, as a city leader; I am direct because I believe one, we stand on 
the truth and constantly the need to have the discussion is because we are living in 
fallacies in flaw perspectives as it relates to race and as it relates to a class and as it 
relates to even denominationalisms that get in the way of the proper functions of the 
body” (BP1-I).  This response has not always come consequence free.  This same pastor 
said, “We’ve had some pushback as it relates to; I don’t understand, but nobody has said, 
will you stop teaching on that or talking about that.”  The second Black pastor 
interviewed showed an acknowledgement of the challenge of politics as well and shared, 
“I’ve learned to talk about it (race and politics) in a way to both sides really where I’m 
critical enough of the other side that gives me license to criticize where they are” (BP1-I). 
One Black pastor spoke of the opportunity and challenge in leading a multiethnic church 
in the midst of the political climate of 2016, “What an awesome opportunity for us as a 
new church, as an African American led to be able to watch and present a healing and 
reconciling vision.  But yet one that is not watered down, but one that advocates for all, 
but also demonstrates the love of Christ for all” (BP2-I).   
Leadership Issues 
The second theme that came up as a challenge from the surveys was leadership 
issues.  From the Black pastors, five out of ten saw leadership issues as a challenge to 
navigate when leading a multiethnic church.  For White pastors, six out of ten identified 
this theme as an issue.  In response to the survey question 14, “I frequently feel the need 
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to adjust my leadership style to accommodate the diverse group of people in my church,” 
two out of ten White pastors strongly agreed with this statement, yet four out of ten Black 
pastors strongly agreed with this statement.  However, the ratio of White pastors 
mentioning leadership challenges in the top five challenges was higher than the response 
from Black pastors.  Some pastors mentioned leadership issues in some form as more 
than one of the five issues to be considered in response to survey question number 16.   
For the Black pastors, the comments varied but leadership came up in many 
forms.  A pastor (BP1-Q) said “maintaining diverse leadership” was a top issue.  Another 
pastor (BP2-Q) said “Getting Caucasians to be a part/follow African American 
leadership” posed a challenge.  In the same vein, one pastor (BP3-Q) said that he faced 
Caucasian males “that have no acculturation into following an African American spiritual 
leader.”  That same pastor also said “only two AOG church leaders to support church 
planting efforts.”  While this was a leadership issue, it spoke more to the denominational 
challenges.  Another pastor (BP4-Q) listed “developing leaders to meet the standard of 
multiethnic leadership.”  Still another pastor (BP5-Q) listed two leadership challenges: 
“senior leadership alignment on how to be a multiethnic church” and “maintaining 
diversity in staff and volunteer core.”   
The responses in the interviews with the Black pastors gave more insight into 
some of these leadership challenges.  One pastor spoke of leadership challenges, “To that 
end, it’s been very challenging because with it being an anomaly to have an African 
American male and female pastoring, an attempt at a multiethnic church in a community 
that has had a history of division, hence the underground railroad freedom center and all 
of what is represented over centuries of history from this community.  It’s been an uphill 
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battle” (BP3-I).  Another interview uncovered a leadership challenge when the pastor 
said, “It’s still a mentality of we will go to churches, white led churches, but it’s hard to 
get Caucasians and others to follow Black leadership.  And the crux of my argument is, 
until that shift happens, the church will still be very divided” (BP2-I).  The same pastor 
later made a comment that further exposed the problem and the possible solution, “We do 
have white families that are coming believe it or not.  Those white families that are 
coming have been under white led leadership that’s encouraging them to go out.  It’s not 
just the average white person walking in off the street.”  Finally, the same pastor said 
concerning leadership challenges, “And until that code is cracked, where Caucasian and 
others will follow black leadership, we will not truly be able to gain any traction with the 
whole notion of multiethnic church.  Because multiethnic church should not just be 
limited to or defined by a church that is white led” (BP2-I).      
The White pastors saw leadership issues as a challenge as well.  One pastor 
(WP1-Q) had two leadership issues listed: “maintaining minority leadership” and 
“denominational barriers to entry for minorities.”  Another pastor (WP2-Q) said “Finding 
Black leaders to maintain that integrity.”  A pastor (WP3-Q) also had two leadership 
issues listed: “Sharing power in the leadership of the church” and “African-American 
representation in teams and leadership without feeling like or being seen as a token.”  
One pastor (WP4-Q) brought up “Developing leaders who fully get it” and “Sharing 
power well” as issues that are faced when leading a multiethnic church.  Still another 
pastor (WP6-Q) listed “engaging diverse leadership” while a pastor (WP8-Q) said “Lack 
of Black leaders.”     
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The interviews with the White Pastors spoke further about the leadership 
challenges they faced.  A pastor spoke of the challenge and solution in one statement, “So 
once we had diverse leadership sharing the power of the decision making financially and 
spiritually, we also began to grow cross-racially.  We also began to add leaders from 
different nations in our leadership as well as in our pastoral board” (WP3-I).  The same 
pastor informed me of the challenges that came with this in response to the question of 
how long it took to gain trust. “It took years and it has to be stewarded everyday.  There 
is no resting on your laurels in leading diversity, united church, multiethnic, multi-
economic church, a multi-language multicultural church everyday.”  Another pastor 
shared the practical challenges of leading conversations and events that encourage 
relational healing between the different ethnicities. “Who’s going to do this?  Are you 
going to or is somebody else going to champion this or do we have to do this too?  And 
that’s part of my feeling, the load of ministry in some ways is really heavy” (WP8-I).  
Stylistic Issues 
The third theme listed on the challenges faced was “Stylistic Issues.”  Out of the 
White pastors who filled out the survey, five out of ten identified stylistic issues and five 
out of ten Black pastors did as well.  Stylistic issues ranged from music/worship, 
communication style, and overall stylistic issues.  While half of the White and Black 
pastors saw stylistic challenges as a top five challenge in response to survey question 
number 10 which says, “I frequently experience conflict when selecting music that 
connects with the diverse group of people in my church.” Only one out of ten White 
pastors strongly agreed and zero out of ten Black pastors strongly agreed.  In response to 
the survey question 15, which states, “I frequently feel the need to adjust my preaching 
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style to accommodate the diverse group of people in my church,” only one out of ten 
Black pastors strongly agreed while one of out ten White pastors strongly agreed.  
However, these challenges came up as a top five challenge on the surveys and were 
mentioned in the interviews.  There were several participants that listed more than one 
stylistic issue in their five challenges. 
The White pastors saw stylistic issues as one of the most common challenges.  
One pastor (WP1-Q) said “Addressing issues and preferences of each group” and another 
pastor (WP2-Q) said “Balancing music.”  A pastor (WP5-Q) said “Addressing stylistic 
needs” and another pastor (WP8-Q) plainly stated “music.”  One pastor (WP9-Q) put 
down several stylistic challenges in the form of questions: “What kind of music we play 
and can the band have a multiethnic sound?  As a White pastor am I connecting with 
other ethnicities through my style of communication?  Am I speaking loud enough, 
telling the right stories, using right verbiage?  Does our children’s ministry connect with 
other ethnicities?  Who is teaching the class, the music they are playing, and what stories 
are they telling?”   
Through the interviews, more depth to these stylistic issues for White pastors 
surfaced.  There were some practical challenges to producing music that appealed to 
different ethnicities for one church, “Because we didn’t have anybody else to do 
anything, we started using some videos with lyrics on YouTube to introduce a little bit 
more contemporary music.  It’s really hard to find lyrics with gospel music and it’s really 
hard to sing along with those kinds because they aren’t really made for sing along the 
kind of way for a bunch of white people” (WP8-I).  The same pastor and his wife gave a 
real life example of this challenge, “I know the older couple that first started coming, that 
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was the hardest thing for her.  They went to Inspirational Baptist Church.  So the big one 
over here, music talent is pretty musical.  It’s like amazing music.  And she was like, that 
was the hardest thing for me coming here.”     
Black pastors also saw stylistic issues as a challenge.  One pastor (BP1-Q) 
brought up “Balanced worship” as an issue.  A pastor (BP4-Q) said “Lack of gifted 
musicians who understand and lead a diverse congregation” was an issue and another 
pastor (BP7-Q) mentioned “Helping people to sacrifice their preferences.”  Worship was 
brought up again by another pastor (BP9-Q) where the pastor said “Diversity in worship 
style.”  Lastly, a pastor (BP10-Q) simply put “music” and “style” as two of the top 
challenges.   
There are more insights to these challenges from the interviews with the Black 
pastors.  One pastor mentioned “People come to faith with the genre of music that they 
enjoyed in the secular world and there is no particular one dimensional track then, but yet 
typically churches find themselves in a one dimensional track perspective, typically based 
upon what the musicians and the pastors like” (BP3-I).  This same pastor later said 
“Before we pastored, and shortly into our pastorate, we got to experience other 
congregations and their expressions and saw the limitations that they were putting on 
diversity and decided we wanted to do something different.  Matter of fact, our push back 
that we’ve received is that our African American folk have said, why don’t you do more 
African American traditional Gospel music.”  Another Black pastor said, “I’ve always 
challenged our worship leaders to be diverse.  We got to have hymns, we got to have all 
of this, but I’ve just noticed the default is always to go toward white contemporary 
worship.  Like it’s just that it’s the easiest way to go” (BP1-I).   
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As it relates to preaching, the stylistic challenges came up in the interviews as 
well. “So we’ve been really out of the box from what I traditionally grew up in and I had 
a gap of a variety of different kinds of churches that we wound up in and wound up 
visiting before we planted.  I had just gotten to the point of hooping when I left and then 
went to another church and to churches” (BP3-I).  Hooping is referring to an aspect of 
preaching, also known as celebration, that is familiar to the African American tradition of 
preaching.  The same pastor later continued, “Even my son, he’s like, ‘all right, we’ve got 
to practice because you sometimes want to go there and I can tell you want to go there 
but you don’t really go there.  I’m not sure if you’re trying to go there or you want me to 
help you go there.’  And I’m just so rusty with that aspect of it that I really just don’t 
engage it and until recently only have my folks actually said, ‘yeah it’s okay if you do go 
there’” (BP3-I).   Another pastor commented on preaching, “I probably feel the pressure 
more from a time standpoint on preaching, but I’ll say that I’ll have a line of black folk 
after church, like you better not cut the service short” (BP1-I).  One pastor offered insight 
to preaching in a diverse context, “I think my preaching has evolved.  For instance you 
know in the African American context I primarily preached messages that were kind of 
disconnected from each other…for me the preaching moment is very much now topical, 
it’s more series driven as opposed to what I would consider theological theatrics, which I 
think in some African American church context that’s expected” (BP2-I). 
Assimilation Issues 
The fourth theme of issues that arose in the surveys was “Assimilation issues.”  
From the Black pastors, four out of ten saw this as an issue whereas three out of ten 
White pastors mentioned this issue.  In using the term assimilation, the researcher is 
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speaking about creating pathways for people from different ethnicities to connect into the 
church community.   
Black pastors recognized this theme as a challenge to consider.  One pastor (BP1-
Q) said, “Incorporating new people” as a challenge.  Another pastor (BP4-Q) listed 
“connecting pastorally to Asian American members.”  Still another pastor (BP5-Q) said 
“Creating bridges to sustainable multiethnic relationships within the church.”  Lastly, one 
pastor (BP9-Q) put “Visitors gravitating to homogenous settings.”   
There are more insights to these challenges from the interviews with the Black 
pastors.  One pastor shared his frustration when he asked, “How do we crack the code?  
They’re bringing their kids to our big trunk a treat, they’re bringing their kids to the kids 
harvest festival, and they’re bringing their kids to those things.   How do we get those 
families to then come and feel comfortable coming on Sunday morning?” (BP2-I).  
Another pastor commented “I’ve also been surprised that people who are excited by 
diversity and seeing it, but they really don’t want to do it.  They don’t want to do the 
work that’s involved with building relationships.  One of the things we’ve been hitting on 
is we look diverse on Sunday and that’s great, but how are we doing at living with one 
another?” (BP1-I).     
The White pastors had a few things to say about the issue of assimilation as well.  
One of the pastors (WP4-Q) said, “True integration and inclusion.”  A pastor (WP6-Q) 
said, “Integrating small groups/community life.”  Another pastor wrote, “It is challenging 
to get all ethnicities involved in the vision of the church by attending our membership 
class and involved in our community groups.”   
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There was more insight into an interesting assimilation challenge from an 
interview with one of the White pastors, “I don’t know how your church is set up, but 
probably much more loose when it comes to membership than what an older 
denomination like ours, it’s pretty structured.  This is what it means to become a member 
of the church.  And oh, by the way, if you don’t become a member you can’t be elected to 
these offices” (WP8-I).   
Vision Issues 
The fifth issue came down to vision issues.  Three of the ten White pastors listed 
vision issues while two out of the ten Black pastors listed it as an issue.  One pastor 
(WP1-Q) wrote, “keeping vision central to everyone, especially majority.”  Later, the 
same pastor listed, “Attracting majority culture who is not committed to multiethnic 
vision.”  Another pastor (WP6-Q) wrote, “Keeping kingdom focused.”  The last White 
pastor (WP9-Q) wrote, “It is challenging to get all ethnicities involved in the vision of the 
church by attending our membership class and involved in our community.”     
There are more insights to these challenges from the interviews with the White 
pastors.  One pastor said, “Because we were 98 percent White, it was one primary 
ethnicity that pushed back.  And the pushback came in waves.  It came when I initially 
laid down a vision” (WP3-I).  The same pastor later shared the response of some of the 
congregants to this vision, “Well, you seem like you love them, quote unquote, more than 
you love us.  I come to church to be made comfortable after a hard week out in society 
and now I come to church and there’s a lot of changes and there are differences” (WP3-
I).  In another interview with a White pastor, he stated, “The roots of our denomination 
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are to be applauded as far as their work in fighting slavery and all that.  The years that we 
grew up, we were kind of a denomination that backed away from that” (WP8-I).    
Only a couple of Black pastors listed vision as an issue.  One pastor (BP1-Q) 
mentioned, “Getting people to engage the mission of the church and not getting upset 
when they aren’t getting what they want or need” as an issue.  Another pastor (BP5-Q) 
said, “Continuing to frame multiethnic church as a gospel issue verse preference.”   
Although only two of the Black pastors listed vision as a top five challenge of 
leading a multiethnic church, this issue came up quite a bit in the interviews with the 
Black pastors.  One pastor shared a response to the question of what he would tell the 
younger version of himself, “I would have a vision.  Communicate that vision and pour 
into people who are committed to that vision” (BP1-I).  He continued, “So these five 
families that left, you know, many of them were close friends of ours and I poured a lot 
into them and I pursued them and I chased them and I went after them and I did all of this 
and I realized at the end of the day, they are not committed to our vision.”   
The same pastor that talked about the importance of vision also shared a very real 
challenge with commitment to this vision, “That’s scary because you may not grow as 
fast or you may never become a mega church” (BP1-I).  This same sentiment was 
expressed by another Black pastor. “I feel like African American pastors have to make a 
decision…do I want this church to grow or do I fall back to what’s familiar?  Do I 
continue on this multiethnic track and kind of stay stagnant and hover around without any 






The sixth issue faced when leading multiethnic churches was financial concerns.  
Four of the ten Black pastors identified financial concerns as an issue, yet only two out of 
the White pastors listed this as an issue. 
A Black pastor (BP2-Q) mentioned, “Affording a space in a multiethnic 
neighborhood.”  Another pastor (BP3-Q) wrote “Getting support for a multiethnic 
church.”  Still another pastor (BP6-Q) simply wrote, “Finances” while a pastor (BP9-Q) 
said “economic stratification.” 
To get more insight into this challenge I looked at the interviews with the Black 
pastors.  In reference to the white people in his congregation, one Black pastor said, 
“There’s this need they have to feel like they’re supporting me.  It’s almost like a passive 
aggressive authority kind of thing…Like we want to support you, we want to be 
supportive of you, but when we disagree, what we’re going to do is pull our giving when 
we don’t like something” (BP1-I).  Another pastor brought up the financial challenges for 
African American churches, “Well I co-pastor with my lovely wife and one of our 
challenges is that she is far more sensitive and concerned for the challenges that the 
African American church faces in society: being under resourced, under capitalized, 
which plays a major role in how we do ministry” (BP3-I).        
A couple of the White pastors saw financial concerns as an issue as well.  One 
pastor (WP2-Q) listed “finances.”  The other pastor (WP4-Q) said “Fear of financial loss 
when we make a mistake.”  
There was only one comment about the challenges of finances in the two 
interviews with the White pastors.  One pastor said, “This might sound bad, but I thought 
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our economics would decline because I thought we would have more immigrants and 
more people who have less” (WP3-I).       
Cultural Misunderstandings 
The last of the seven themes listed is cultural misunderstandings.  Out of the 
White pastors, four out of ten said this was a concern on the surveys.  From the Black 
pastors,  six out of ten of the participants mentioned cultural misunderstandings.   
From the four White pastors that listed cultural misunderstandings, there were a 
range of misunderstandings listed.  One pastor (WP1-Q) said “addressing issues and 
preferences of each group.”  Another pastor (WP3-Q) remarked “Getting beyond 
integration of being in the same place to deeper places of knowing and understanding one 
another.”  The same pastor later listed “White fragility and fatigue around issues of race” 
as another issue.  A pastor (WP5-Q) mentioned, “Identifying the current realities that 
persons of color deal with on a daily basis.”  This very pastor also listed two other 
cultural misunderstandings: “Finding a common ground and platform for healthy 
discussion” and “Getting folks to listen and respond not just react.”  One pastor (WP8-Q) 
simply listed “Understanding.”   
There are more insights to these challenges from the interviews with the White 
pastors.  One pastor came to a realization, “I came to understand that a lot of my Euro 
descent people was more analytical and sometimes, to the neglect of the rest of our 
humanity” (WP3-I).  Sometimes the cultural misunderstandings were expressed a bit 
more overtly, “I have one (White congregant) who will bristle and argue if you tried to 
tell him there’s such a thing as racism and white privilege.  It’s all cooked up by the 
media” (WP8-I).  In talking with a black congregant about a personal family situation, 
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that same pastor asked, “Do you think it’s about race?  And the immediate response was 
it’s always about race” (WP8-I).  The wife was later confronted and told, “that was very 
hurtful.”  The same pastor later lamented “My contention is that saying it’s always about 
race, if that’s true, then nothing’s ever your fault.  I can engage in that conversation, but 
not when you’re going to play a card that says everything bad that’s ever happened to me 
is all somebody else’s fault and it’s all because of race” (WP8-I).   
This challenge of cultural misunderstanding was particularized with an event 
recapped in an interview, “The first time we dedicated an Asian baby, in this case a 
Chinese American family, they had family members from multigenerational here.  They 
felt disappointed afterwards because there were six families.  There was less of a focus on 
each individual.  We didn’t go into the names of the children naming all of their names 
for quote unquote efficiency” (WP3-I).   
The Black pastors saw cultural misunderstandings as an issue as well.  One pastor 
(BP4-Q) said “Handling White fragility” and also said “Educating White members.”  
Another pastor (BP6-Q) flatly stated “Cultural misunderstandings.”  This same pastor 
mentioned two other cultural misunderstanding issues: “Issues between African and 
African Americans” and “Issues within a specific culture (tribalism).”  A pastor (BP7-Q) 
mentioned, “Time commitment to shepherd people through racial differences.”  Another 
of the Black pastors (BP8-Q) listed three things: “Deconstructing cultural myths”, 
“gaining trust and trusting members from majority culture”, and “creating an atmosphere 
that values and appreciates all cultures represented.”  One pastor (BP9-Q) said 
“Understanding amongst congregation members regarding ethnic struggles” and yet 
another pastor (BP10-Q) said “Cultural awareness.”   
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There are more insights to these challenges from the interviews with the Black 
pastors.  Some of the cultural misunderstandings came from cultural perceptions of 
leadership. “So I would say there’s not the traditional expectations from them of having a 
pastor then there probably would be if there was someone white.  I think they see me as 
more of an equal.  I think they see me more as a friend.  Whereas the black people are 
like, that’s my pastor, you don’t mess with him” (BP1-I).   
There were other challenges that did not make the top seven challenges that were 
mentioned, but these seven were the most common that came up on survey question 
number 16.  While the Black and White pastors shared similar challenges, the 
perspectives given on these challenges were different.  
Research Question #2: 
How are these challenges different for Black pastors compared to White pastors? 
Table 4.2  Challenge Comparison: Responses to Survey Question 16 
 White Pastors Black Pastors 
Political 5/10 5/10 
Leadership 6/10 5/10 
Stylistic  5/10 5/10 
Assimilation 3/10 4/10 
Vision 3/10 2/10 







Table 4.3  Challenge Comparison: Bar Graph 
       
Out of the seven challenges that were listed in response to question 16 on the surveys, 
only two categories had at least a 20 percent difference between the responses of the 
Black pastors and the White pastors: Financial concerns and cultural misunderstandings. 
Political challenges were common for both Black and White pastors as both Black 
and White pastors named this challenge at a 50 percent ratio.  As it relates to the 
challenge of politics, seven of the nine urban churches mentioned this as a top five 
challenge between the Black and White pastors.  From the suburban churches, only three 
of the eleven mentioned politics as a major challenge.  For the Black pastors, five out of 
ten churches were urban churches and for the White pastors four out of ten were urban.   
       Both Black and White pastors saw leadership challenges as a major challenge in 
leading a multiethnic church.  However, how they saw leadership as a challenge was a bit 
different.  A common challenge from the White pastors was the need to include minority 
leaders in the leadership.  One White pastor (WP1-Q) had two leadership issues listed: 
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“maintaining minority leadership” and “denominational barriers to entry for minorities.”  
Another pastor (WP2-Q) said “Finding Black leaders to maintain that integrity.”  A 
pastor (WP3-Q) also had two leadership issues listed: “Sharing power in the leadership of 
the church” and “African-American representation in teams and leadership without 
feeling like or being seen as a token.”  These issues are involving the need to share 
leadership with other ethnicities.  For Black pastors, one of the unique issues in 
leadership was primarily about Whites’ willingness to follow their leadership.  One of the 
Black pastors (BP2-Q) said “Getting Caucasians to be a part/follow African American 
leadership” posed a challenge.  In the same vein, one pastor (BP3-Q) said that he faced 
Caucasian males “that have no acculturation into following an African American spiritual 
leader.”  That same pastor also said “only two AOG church leaders to support church 
planting efforts.”  While this was a leadership issue, it spoke more to the denominational 
challenges.   
There was an interesting thing that came up during the surveys and interviews 
concerning stylistic issues.  Some of the Black pastors found themselves being 
encouraged to find more Black forms of expression in preaching and music.  One Black 
pastor mentioned, “Matter of fact, our push back that we’ve received is that our African 
American folk have said, why don’t you do more African American traditional Gospel 
music” (BP3-I).  The same pastor said, “We wanted to make sure that we were 
incorporating diverse music but not to the point of losing our afro-centricity and the 
expressions and experiences that we grew up with that are very familiar to us” (BP3-I).  
Another Black pastor said, “I’ve always challenged our worship leaders to be diverse.  
We got to have hymns, we got to have all of this, but I’ve just noticed the default is 
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always to go toward white contemporary worship.  Like it’s just that it’s the easiest way 
to go” (BP1-I).  The same pastor later commented, “And so this Sunday we’re doing 
three baptisms and I’m like, look, we’re going to sing “The Blood Never Loses It’s 
Power” (BP1-I).   
The desire to have more Black expressions in preaching was felt by this pastor as 
well: “I probably feel the pressure more from a time standpoint on preaching, but I’ll say 
that I’ll have a line of black folk after church, like you better not cut the service short” 
(BP1-I).  A pastor said, “So we’ve been really out of the box from what I traditionally 
grew up in and I had a gap of a variety of different kinds of churches that we wound up in 
and wound up visiting before we planted.  I had just gotten to the point of hooping when I 
left and then went to another church and to churches” (BP3-I).  The same pastor later 
continued, “Even my son, he’s like, all right, we’ve got to practice because you 
sometimes want to go there and I can tell you want to go there but you don’t really go 
there.  I’m not sure if you’re trying to go there or you want me to help you go there.  And 
I’m just so rusty with that aspect of it that I really just don’t engage it and until recently 
only have my folks actually said, yeah it’s okay if you do go there” (BP3-I).        
       There were some issues that came up that were not a part of the top seven challenges 
that were just from the Black pastors in their responses to the surveys and interview 
questions.  One challenge that came up was the challenge of growing slower because of 
choosing the multiethnic path.  One Black pastor said in an interview in reference to 
leading a multiethnic church, “That’s scary because you may not grow as fast or you may 
never become a mega church” (BP1-I).  This same sentiment was expressed by another 
Black pastor, “I feel like African American pastors have to make a decision…do I want 
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this church to grow or do I fall back to what’s familiar?  Do I continue on this multiethnic 
track and kind of stay stagnant and hover around without any type of, you know, real 
consistent sustainable growth happening” (BP2-I).  This idea of slower growth did not 
come up in any of the surveys or interviews with any of the ten White pastors leading 
multiethnic churches. 
Another challenge unique to Black pastors that came up in one survey was that of 
dis-ownership from your community.  One Black pastor said in an interview “I think 
there will be some dis-ownership doing this…I think sometimes from the community, the 
community will feel forsaken, because now you’re going to lead one of these watered 
down, they perceive is a watered-down church, or a church that does not look exactly like 
what specifically an African American may come from” (BP2-I).  Another form of dis-
ownership that appeared in an interview was expressed by another Black pastor when he 
said there was “a need to reassure and to be willing to still be open to the issues that 
directly affect the African-American community even though we wanted to grow 
multiethnic” (BP1-I).     
Research Question #3:   
How have Black pastors navigated these challenges? 
Question 17 on the surveys addressed this third research question.  It states, “Give 
one or two examples of how you have navigated through one of these challenges.” Our 
Black participants gave a lot of different answers to question 17 and through the 
interviews, but there were really two main categories: Creating space for listening and 
learning and addressing musical expressions in worship.  There were other things that 
were brought up that will later be listed. 
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Creating Space for Listening and Learning 
The first category of navigation that was repeated by different respondents was 
Creating Space for listening and Learning.  Here are some responses to question 17: One 
person said, “Lots of discussions with other pastors in similar situations” (BP1-Q).  
Another pastor said, “We have attempted to educate Caucasians on God’s heart for the 
ethos and his multiethnic heart exhibited in the inception of the body of Christ as an 
example for us to model” (BP3-Q).  Still another pastor responded with “Taught classes 
on biblical multiethnic community” (BP4-Q).  This sounded similar to a pastor who said, 
“Growing the impact and engagement of our racial reconciliation program Undivided” 
(BP5-Q).  One pastor stated, “Help people to not demonize others for political 
convictions by seeking to understand peoples’ story and values” (BP7-Q).  Another 
pastor listed, “Having continuous difficult conversations” (BP8-Q). 
       The idea of creating spaces for learning and listening was also seen in the interviews.  
One interviewer said, “We’ve tried to set it up as we’re here to be in relationship.  We’re 
here to learn from one another and so I need to learn and hear from you, but you also 
need to learn and hear from me” (BP1-I).  Another pastor said, “You know we’ve created 
a forum and opportunities for that to be addressed in our congregation because that has 
been a concern for those in our congregation” (BP2-I).   
Expressions in Worship 
Another common category of navigating the challenges is addressing musical 
expressions in worship.  Here are some of the responses to question 17 from the Black 
pastors: “Contracted professional musicians who are skilled to play a diverse genre of 
music” (BP4-Q).  Another pastor wrote, “Diversity of worship songs” (BP9-Q).   
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Addressing musical expressions in worship came up as a way of navigating 
multiethnic complexities in the interviews as well.  One pastor said, “And so I’ve always 
challenged our worship leaders to be diverse…. I just had a meeting with our worship 
team the other day, and look, like Fred Hammond takes me to the throne.  And so I’ve 
had to insert myself at times more there to say, hey, here’s what I’ talking about because 
they just won’t get it” (BP1-I).  Still another pastor said, “I don’t press for it as much as I 
used to, but in the beginning I am a stickler to the point where we sang some songs in 
Swahili and Spanish even though we may have only had one or two people represented in 
the congregation because I wanted the people to be proactive” (BP3-I).  He later said, 
“We have a lot of artists, a lot of musicians, and a lot of singers who as African 
Americans grew up with the traditional African American styles of music and we’ve 
stretched them” (BP3-I). 
 Navigating worship expressions were seen in preaching and communication as 
well, “As it relates to preaching and teaching, we have chosen to be very artistic in the 
fact that we’ll use video.  We’ll use the video screen.  We’ll use props or sometimes 
dramas and skits.  Sometimes we’re having open dialogue in our sermon time rather than 
just the talking head” (BP3-I).       
Other Challenges  
There were other comments in the surveys and interviews that revealed how 
Black pastors have navigated some challenges as well.  One pastor said, “Establishing a 
group of leadership and being more deliberate to those that don’t look like me.”  He later 
said, “So really expanding, you know in this context, expanding the reach of what the 
church looks like and then intentionally doing outreach and marketing and partnerships 
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that don’t look like me, but then look like where we want the congregation to go” (BP2-
I).  The same pastor had a suggestion for the future as well: “I think we need more 
tangible resources to help us do this.  And then secondly, this is key, we need more 
forums, opportunities, and mediums that are African American led where African 
American faith leaders can talk about how does someone like me cast his vision and do 
this” (BP2-I). 
The surveys showed other practices that Black pastors have used to navigate the 
challenges of leading multiethnic churches.  One pastor said, “Attempted to have church 
in locations that are multiethnic and leverage personal relationships with Caucasians” 
(BP2-Q).  Another pastor said, “Intentional multiethnic leadership placement” (BP9-Q).  
A pastor simply wrote, “Stay true to the mission.  Focus on Jesus and be Spirit-led” 
(BP10-Q).   
Summary of Major Findings 
1. Black and White pastors share similar challenges in leading multiethnic 
churches: Many of the challenges that Black pastors face are similar to what 
White pastors face when leading multiethnic churches.  According to question 16 
on the survey, the seven most common challenges were leadership issues, 
navigating politics, stylistic differences, vision issues, assimilation challenges, 
financial concerns, and cultural misunderstandings.  Only two categories have 
more than a 20 percent difference in response from the pastors that are Black and 
the pastors that are White.  The two categories are financial concerns and cultural 
misunderstandings.  In both scenarios, the Black pastors identified these two 
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challenges at a higher rate than their White pastor counterparts.  Refer back to 
table 4.3.   
2. Leadership challenges for Black pastors look different than leadership 
challenges for White pastors in multiethnic churches: While the issues may 
have the same headings, the way these topics present challenges looks different 
between the White and Black pastors.  For instance, six out of ten White pastors 
saw leadership as a challenge and five out of ten Black pastors did as well.  
However, the comments made by the White pastors indicated the challenge of 
making room for Black pastors and finding minority pastors to lead.  The concern 
for Black pastors was not primarily about making room for non-Black pastors but 
rather the challenge of finding Whites and other ethnicities that are willing to 
follow Black leadership.  One is about making space for other ethnicities and the 
other is about gaining the credibility to lead other ethnicities.  One White pastor 
(WP1-Q) had two leadership issues listed: “maintaining minority leadership” and 
“denominational barriers to entry for minorities.”  Another pastor (WP2-Q) said 
“Finding Black leaders to maintain that integrity.”  A pastor (WP3-Q) also had 
two leadership issues listed: “Sharing power in the leadership of the church” and 
“African-American representation in teams and leadership without feeling like or 
being seen as a token.”  These issues are involving the need to share leadership 
with other ethnicities.  For Black pastors, one of the unique issues in leadership 
was primarily about Whites’ willingness to follow their leadership.  One of the 
Black pastors (BP2-Q) said “Getting Caucasians to be a part/follow African 
American leadership” posed a challenge.  In the same, vein one pastor (BP3-Q) 
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said that he faced Caucasian males “that have no acculturation into following an 
African American spiritual leader.”  That same pastor also said, “only two AOG 
church leaders to support church planting efforts.”   
3. Black pastors share a concern about abandoning Black expressions of 
worship when leading multiethnic churches:  There was a concern musically 
from a couple of the pastors that the music would easily go to Contemporary 
Christian Music style while neglecting gospel styled worship.  This was also seen 
in the preaching from Black pastors.  There was a sensitivity to incorporating 
African American elements such as hooping into their preaching.  One Black 
pastor mentioned, “Matter of fact, our push back that we’ve received is that our 
African American folk have said, why don’t you do more African American 
traditional Gospel music” (BP3-I).  The same pastor said “We wanted to make 
sure that we were incorporating diverse music but not to the point of losing our 
afro-centricity and the expressions and experiences that we grew up with that are 
very familiar to us” (BP3-I).  Another Black pastor said, “I’ve always challenged 
our worship leaders to be diverse.  We got to have hymns, we got to have all of 
this, but I’ve just noticed the default is always to go toward white contemporary 
worship.  Like it’s just that it’s the easiest way to go” (BP1-I).  The same pastor 
later commented, “And so this Sunday we’re doing three baptisms and I’m like, 
look, we’re going to sing “The Blood Never Loses It’s Power” (BP1-I).  The 
desire to have more Black expressions in preaching was felt by this pastor as well: 
“I probably feel the pressure more from a time standpoint on preaching, but I’ll 
say that I’ll have a line of black folk after church, like you better not cut the 
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service short” (BP1-I).  As it relates to preaching, the stylistic challenges came up 
in the interviews as well. A pastor said, “So we’ve been really out of the box from 
what I traditionally grew up in and I had a gap of a variety of different kinds of 
churches that we wound up in and wound up visiting before we planted.  I had 
just gotten to the point of hooping when I left and then went to another church and 
to churches” (BP3-I).  The same pastor later continued, “Even my son, he’s like, 
all right, we’ve got to practice because you sometimes want to go there and I can 
tell you want to go there but you don’t really go there.  I’m not sure if you’re 
trying to go there or you want me to help you go there.  And I’m just so rusty with 
that aspect of it that I really just don’t engage it and until recently only have my 
folks actually said, yeah it’s okay if you do go there” (BP3-I).: Another pastor 
commented on preaching, “I probably feel the pressure more from a time 
standpoint on preaching, but I’ll say that I’ll have a line of black folk after church, 
like you better not cut the service short” (BP1-I).   
4. Concern from Black pastors over appearing overly biased in political issues: 
Black pastors share a concern about not being seen as one-sided in the handling of 
political issues so as not to push away non-Black congregants.  While there were 
things said in the interviews that showed a desire not to sound too biased in 
political and social concerns, there was also concern about watering down or 
outright abandoning social issues that are pertinent to Black people.  The first 
Black pastor interviewed expressed his concerns in leading a multiethnic church 
when he said there was “a need to reassure and to be willing to still be open to the 
issues that directly affect the African-American community even though we 
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wanted to grow multiethnic” (BP3-I).  He later stated in response to his felt 
responsibility as a Black pastor to address social issues, “So I say that to say I’ve 
not only had that felt responsibility to respond inside the church, but inside the 
city as a whole, as a city leader, I am direct because I believe one, we stand on the 
truth and constantly the need to have the discussion is because we are living in 
fallacies in flaw perspectives as it relates to race and as it relates to a class and as 
it relates to even denominational isms that get in the way of the proper functions 
of the body” (BP1-I).  This response has not always come consequence free.  This 
same pastor said, “We’ve had some pushback as it relates to, I don’t understand, 
but nobody has said, will you stop teaching on that or talking about that.”  The 
second Black pastor interviewed showed an acknowledgement of the challenge of 
politics as well and shared, “I’ve learned to talk about it (race and politics) in a 
way to both sides really where I’m critical enough of the other side that gives me 
license to criticize where they are” (BP1-I). One Black pastor spoke of the 
opportunity and challenge in leading a multiethnic church in the midst of the 
political climate of 2016, “What an awesome opportunity for us as a new church, 
as an African American led to be able to watch and present a healing and 
reconciling vision.  But yet one that is not watered down, but one that advocates 
for all, but also demonstrates the love of Christ for all” (BP2-I).   
5. Political challenges are more prevalent with pastors in urban churches than 
in suburban churches: As it relates to the challenge of politics, seven of the nine 
urban churches mentioned this as a top five challenge between both the Black and 
White pastors.  From the suburban churches, only three of the eleven mentioned 
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politics as a major challenge.  For the Black pastors, five out of ten churches were 
urban churches, and for the White pastors, four out of ten were urban.  
6. Black pastors have used courageous conversations as a primary way to 
address challenges: There were seven major challenges that came up from the 
Black and White pastors, yet there were mainly only two categories that were 
brought up in navigating these challenges.  One of these ways of navigating was 
through creating space for listening and learning.  Perhaps this one act can cover a 
multitude of challenges at once.  For example, listening can help to understand 
cultural differences as well as help to navigate difficult political issues.  Here are 
some responses that Black pastors had to question 17 about how do they navigate 
these challenges. One person said, “Lots of discussions with other pastors in 
similar situations” (BP1-Q).  Another pastor said, “We have attempted to educate 
Caucasians on God’s heart for the ethos and his multiethnic heart exhibited in the 
inception of the body of Christ as an example for us to model” (BP3-Q).  Still 
another pastor responded with “Taught classes on biblical multiethnic 
community” (BP4-Q).  This sounded similar to a pastor who said “Growing the 
impact and engagement of our racial reconciliation program Undivided” (BP5-Q).  
One pastor stated, “Help people to not demonize others for political convictions 
by seeking to understand peoples’ story and values” (BP7-Q).  Another pastor 
listed, “Having continuous difficult conversations” (BP8-Q). The idea of creating 
spaces for learning and listening was also seen in the interviews.  One interviewer 
said, “We’ve tried to set it up as we’re here to be in relationship.  We’re here to 
learn from one another and so I need to learn and hear from you, but you also 
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need to learn and hear from me” (BP1-I).  Another pastor said, “You know we’ve 
created a forum and opportunities for that to be addressed in our congregation 




LEARNING REPORT FOR THE PROJECT 
 
Overview of the Chapter 
In this final chapter, I revisit the major findings from chapter 4.  Each finding 
includes a deeper look at how the information from the data analysis coalesces with 
personal observation, the project’s literature review, and the Bible.  After looking at the 
major findings in depth, I examine the implications of my findings. 
Chapter five also discusses limitations and unexpected learning from this study. 
There are recommendations for those who wish to further explore this phenomenon using 
the same methodology.  The chapter concludes with a postscript containing reflections on 
my journey in this research.  
Major Findings 
First Finding: Black and White pastors share similar challenges in leading 
multiethnic churches: 
Personal Lens.  As a Black pastor of a multiethnic church, I have built 
relationships with many other pastors of different ethnicities and denominations that also 
lead multiethnic churches.  In my experience and through my conversations, I have found 
that the challenges I face are not so different than White pastors in some ways and yet are 
very different in other ways.  My findings affirmed this thought as well. The seven most 
common challenges that appeared in the surveys were: leadership issues, navigating 
politics, stylistic differences, vision issues, assimilation challenges, financial concerns, 
and cultural misunderstandings.  According to our survey question 16 where we asked 
pastors to identify the top five challenges in leading a multiethnic church, only two 
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categories have more than a 20 percent difference in response from the pastors that are 
Black and the pastors that are White.    
Certain areas such as political issues and leadership challenges tend to come up in 
my casual conversations about leading multiethnic churches and in more formal settings.  
Pastoring a multiethnic church through the elections of 2016 caused the issue of politics 
to rise to the surface in our own local church.  From tense social media posts, 
misunderstandings in conversations, and carefully planned sermons addressing current 
issues I was reminded of how political challenges can be a problem.  However, the ways 
in which these things challenge Black and White pastors are often different.  For instance, 
we will later see that leadership is a challenge shared generally by both Black and White 
pastors, yet how these leadership challenges are manifested often look differently.   
Literature Review Lens.  In the Literature Review, I looked at the challenges to 
multiethnic churches from different articles and books.  These challenges were as 
follows: lack of willingness to relinquish power, relational dynamics, seeing race through 
different lens, leadership challenges, and the normalization of whiteness.  There was 
quite a bit of overlap in the challenges that came up in survey question 16 when I asked 
the pastors to list the top five challenges of leading a multiethnic church.  The seven 
challenges that were the most prevalent were: political/social issues, leadership issues, 
stylistic challenges, assimilation issues, vision issues, financial issues, and cultural 
misunderstandings.  What the literature review was unable to discern was whether these 
challenges were any different for Black pastors from White pastors leading multiethnic 
churches.   
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Biblical Lens.  In the Bible, there were challenges that the early church faced in 
coming into the revelation of the multiethnic church.  Acts 7 brings up some interesting 
challenges in the midst of church growth.  The problem stemmed from widows from one 
cultural group being treated differently than widows from another cultural group.  This 
was a systemic problem that reflected political and social issues.  In Acts 11, after Peter 
returned from ministering at the home of a Roman soldier, he had some explaining to do 
with his Jewish brothers.  It says, “Those who were circumcised took issue with him, 
saying ‘You went to uncircumcised men and ate with them” (Acts 11:3-4).  This could be 
a vision problem because people who loved God could not understand how God would 
allow for mixing with Gentiles.  This could also be an assimilation issue because Peter 
was willing to break bread with non-Jews.  In Acts 15, there is the counsel of Jerusalem 
where the leaders of the church had to address the implications of Gentiles coming into 
the church.  After much debate, James and the leaders concluded, “For it seemed good to 
the Holy Spirit and to us to lay upon you no greater burden than these essentials: that you 
abstain from things sacrificed to idols and from blood and from things strangled and from 
fornication; if you keep yourselves free from such things, you will do well” (Acts 15:28-
29).  The question addressed was what are those things mandated by God and what 
practices are purely a cultural issue.   
These examples demonstrate that the type of issues listed in the Literature review 
as well as in this research date back to the early church.  They are not simply the 
challenges of Blacks and Whites in the twenty-first century, but it seems they are similar 
challenges in any culture where people of different ethnicities come together.  It seems 
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that leading a multiethnic church is not easy for anyone no matter the ethnicity of the 
person leading it. 
Second Finding: Leadership challenges for Black pastors look different than 
leadership challenges for White pastors in multiethnic churches: 
Personal Lens. The previous finding revealed that Blacks and Whites have 
similar challenges when leading multiethnic churches.  However, these challenges 
manifest themselves quite differently.  The primary difference that was observed is that 
White pastors feel burdened to make room for non-White leaders to come to the table of 
leadership.  For Black pastors, the burden was more on the ability to prove credible 
enough for non-Blacks to follow their leadership. 
As a Black pastor, I certainly relate to this challenge of feeling the need to prove 
credible.  On several occasions, I have heard comments from those in our congregation 
who are non-Black of their initial reticence to be a part of a church with a Black pastor.  
Some of the comments have been, “He’s pretty good for a Black pastor.”  Another 
comment that I have heard is, “I was worried you believed in abortion and same-sex 
marriage because most Black pastors are liberal.”  Pressure to prove myself emerges from 
both outside and inside myself as a leader.  In the past, I have found myself using 
concepts and long theological terms to impress people in our congregation and show my 
competence.  Hopefully I have grown from this, but the pressure is still felt from time to 
time.      
Literature Review Lens.  The idea of proving credible has been a burden of 
Black pastors leading in multiethnic settings for centuries now.  In a story mentioned 
earlier in my literature review, Lemuel Haynes, experienced such a challenge while 
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preaching at a church in Connecticut.  A White man showed outright disrespect towards 
Haynes, who was a Black preacher.  It was not until Haynes preached that this man’s 
attitude changed.  He commented, “He had not preached far when I thought I saw the 
whitest man I ever knew in that pulpit, and I tossed my hat under the pew” (Woodson 
63).  As far as Haynes as a preacher, it was incumbent on him to prove he was worthy of 
respect from a White man,; it was not assumed even though he was the one speaking.    
The need to prove credible as a Black leader in a multiethnic environment extends 
beyond the church.  According to a 2009 study by Ho, Thomsen, and Sidanius on rating 
professor competence and sensitivity, women and African-Americans have the greater 
burden to prove competence in higher-level positions (Basow et al. 354).  As seen with 
Lemuel Haynes, credibility is not assumed but earned.     
For White pastors, the need to make room for non-White leaders means a 
willingness to relinquish power.  In my literature review, this idea was reinforced by 
DeYoung when he said, “Unless congregations themselves exhibit egalitarian 
relationships and a new hybrid culture, they are limited in their power to promote 
equality and integration” (DeYoung et al. 168).  Instead of proving credible to non-
Whites, the emphasis is on proving welcoming.   
Biblical Lens.  In Acts 10, when Peter visits the household of Cornelius, there are 
some powerful cultural dynamics taking place. “When Peter entered, Cornelius met him, 
and fell at his feet and worshiped him” (Acts 10:25).  Of course, Peter quickly 
discourages that behavior, but here is what makes this culturally interesting: Peter was a 
Jew with no status and Cornelius was a fairly powerful soldier in the most powerful 
empire of their day.  Cornelius humbled himself because he saw Peter as someone who 
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was able to help him grow closer to God.  This was expressed in an inappropriate way but 
it shows that someone with more clout in the world’s eyes can and should be able to 
follow the leadership of someone with less social clout that is able to help them follow 
God better.  In the United States, White people have represented majority culture and, as 
a result, it is often difficult for Whites to submit to non-Whites, yet we see in Scripture 
these cultural dynamics should not hinder discipleship opportunities.   
Third Finding: Black pastors share a concern about abandoning Black expressions 
of worship when leading multiethnic churches:   
Personal Lens.  Throughout the process of writing this dissertation, I have 
become increasingly sensitive about abandoning Black expressions of worship in our 
multiethnic church. I recently had a conversation with an up and coming Black worship 
leader in our church.  When I asked her about songs she knew really well and wanted to 
sing she mentioned some gospel songs but quickly remarked, “I don’t think we would do 
those type of songs here.”  When hearing this I reassured her that as long as the messages 
of the songs aligned we are more than open to doing them.  As I later reflected, I was 
bothered by the fact that she did not feel that some of her heart music would be welcome 
in our church.   
The sentiment from this young lady is not rare in multiethnic churches.  There 
have been Black people in our congregation that questioned if it was permissible to show 
emotion in worship and during the preaching.  Not long ago I found myself preaching to 
a group of our college students and one Black student talked back to me and shouted 
amen the entire sermon.  I loved that she did that by the way.  I also noticed some subtle 
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snickering at first from some of our regular student attenders.  I have since encouraged 
people to be more expressive while I preach. 
These are just a couple of examples of the tendency to see Black cultural 
expressions in worship as abnormal in multiethnic churches.  For this reason, I am 
convinced that Black pastors have a responsibility to be intentional about promoting 
different cultural expressions in worship, including Black culture.  Even beyond this 
research, conversations with Black pastors in multiethnic spaces affirm this concern of 
abandoning Black expressions of worship for the sake of getting along.   
Literature Review Lens.  Churches that are multiethnic tend to mirror churches 
that are composed of majority White while differing from those that are majority Black 
(Edwards, “The Elusive Dream” 22).  This means that if someone grew up in an all black 
church and someone grew up in an all white church, the person who grew up in the black 
church would typically have to adjust the most when attending a multiethnic church.  
These type of churches are examples of what researches call Assimilated Churches.  
Assimilated churches are ones that build primarily according to one dominant ethnic 
culture and those who are minorities in those congregations simply adapt and assimilate 
into the culture (DeYoung et al. 165).   
Biblical Lens.  Biblically speaking, we are encouraged to worship God not by 
abandoning our cultures but rather by worshipping within our cultural contexts.  An 
example of this is in Acts 2 on the day of Pentecost.  The Spirit is poured out and 
something amazing happened. “And when this sound occurred, the crowd came together 
and were bewildered because each one of them was hearing them speak in his own 
language” (Acts 2:6, NASB).  They did not all begin worshipping in Hebrew.  They 
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worshipped in their mother tongue.  From the start of the New Testament Church, it was 
clear that God was the God of all cultures and languages.         
Fourth Finding: Concern from Black pastors over appearing overly biased in 
political issues: 
Personal Lens.  One concern that seems to be common with Black and White 
pastors leading multiethnic churches is the handling of political issues.  Half of the Black 
and White participants identified political challenges in their top five issues.  My personal 
experience has been no different.  When addressing police shootings, such as the killing 
of Eric Garner, Sam Dubose (who happened to be from our city), or any of the other 
killings, I have found myself very concerned with sounding like the angry Black man.  I 
relied on a lot of feedback from our associate pastor, who happens to be white, before and 
after addressing many of these issues.   
I have seen the problems that can arise from our non-Black congregants when I do 
appear overly biased in political and social issues.  One time after I prayed over our 
nation due to the shooting of an innocent Black couple in a grocery store and the shooting 
of a synagogue, I received a five page email questioning my liberal bias.  I have seen my 
wife be misunderstood for simply liking a comment associated with “Black Lives 
Matter.”  These incidents and many more have reinforced my caution in addressing 
political topics. 
Some of our Black members have asked me to be more vocal and less concerned 
with white fragility.  I would have to agree that there have been times when I have been 
too cautious in addressing issues while at other times I believe if I shared all of what I felt 
it would have been instantly divisive.  I have been on a journey to not respond based on 
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expectations from my fellow Black brothers and sisters nor based on the fragility of my 
White brothers and sisters, but rather based on the wisdom and leading of the Holy Spirit. 
Literature Review Lens.  In my literature review, I examined Black leadership in 
multiethnic environments outside the church.  One of those areas was in politics.  
Researchers Niambi Carter and Pearl Dowe argue that “In order for whites, even self-
identified liberals, to feel secure about voting for Obama, they needed to know he would 
not betray their interests in favor of the interests of black people”(Carter and Dowe 106).  
Although President Obama was not a pastor, he understood the challenge that could come 
from appearing too sentimental towards Black issues.   
However, along with the pressure from White people, Obama also felt the 
pressure from his Black constituency.  This balancing act was criticized by Rutgers 
professor Britney Cooper, “Moderate Black people-Barack Obama included, continue to 
believe that the way to bring White people into the anti-racist fold is by conceding some 
ground in order to gain more ground” (Cooper 1).  This challenge of not appearing too 
biased to issues concerning Black people while remaining loyal to the plight of Black 
people  was seen in some of our Black pastors that we surveyed and interviewed.   
Biblical Lens.  Looking at the life of Jesus in the gospels and understanding His 
context in which He lived helps to provide a roadmap for Black pastors in addressing 
political challenges.  Jesus was born into a Jewish family in first century Palestine.  This 
means that He would have been able to identify with a people group that was no stranger 
to persecution.  He ministered in a time of political unrest and was seen as a threat to the 
establishment.  In fact, one of His enemies’ appeals for His death was based on Jesus 
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being a threat to the establishment: “If you release this Man, you are no friend of Caesar; 
everyone who makes himself out to be a king opposes Caesar” (John 19:12).   
There are a few things we can learn from the example of Jesus in living in a 
political climate of unrest.  Jesus had no problem speaking truth to power and deferred to 
no man.  Matthew 23:13-33 gives us several “woes” directed towards the religious 
leaders of His day.  They were far from flattering.  In fact, one of the things said about 
Jesus was that “We know that You are truthful and teach the way of God in truth, and 
defer to no one; for You are not partial to any” (Matthew 22:16). 
Another thing we learn about Jesus is that He led a group of followers that ran the 
political gamut.  He had one disciple that was a tax-collector and another that was a 
zealot.  He must have felt the pull to either be more militant in His mission against the 
Romans or just go along with the political status quo without rocking the boat.  Jesus 
heeded to neither temptation.   
Jesus’ message of the Kingdom has political implications.  To suggest that Jesus 
was only concerned with spiritual matters and not with the earthly issues would be a 
misunderstanding of the nature of His kingdom.  His kingdom message turned the 
traditional ideas of power on its proverbial head.  In Matthew 5-7, there is the “Sermon 
on the Mount.”  He challenged the idea that the rich and powerful are the ones truly 
blessed by the Father.  He challenged our idea of what justice looks like and how we are 
to go about attaining it.  He challenged how divorce was handled which in essence 
empowered women.  He reminded us that there is a God who sees what is done in secret 
that we all must answer to.  He comforted those who were disturbed and disturbed those 
who were comfortable. 
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Fifth Finding: Political challenges are more prevalent with pastors in urban 
churches than in suburban churches: 
Personal Lens.  This finding was an unexpected and interesting find: seven of the 
nine pastors of urban churches saw politics as a top five challenge while only three of the 
eleven pastors in suburban churches listed politics as an issue.  From a personal 
perspective, I never considered how the location of the church was a factor in whether or 
not politics were a challenge in pastoring a multiethnic church.  Our church happens to be 
in an urban context and it seems that a lot of political and social issues hit close to home 
with the people who attend our church.  There was a police shooting of a man named 
Sam Dubose that took place literally less than ten minutes from our church.  When the 
issue of immigration reform was a political hot issue, this had ramifications for people 
who we knew and called our church home.  From the beginning, we knew that we wanted 
to be a church engaged in the fabric of the city and we did not feel that being located in 
the suburbs of Cincinnati matched that vision.     
Literature Review Lens.  It was clear from the Literature Review that ministry 
and political/social issues have historically gone hand in hand in the United States.  We 
had many pastors, Black and White pastors, and denominations that vehemently fought to 
end the institution of slavery.  During the period of Reconstruction, many Black pastors 
took on the role of politician.  Even during Civil Rights, the church played a significant 
role.  Today politics still are a factor in church leadership.   
It seems the location would help determine how pressing the issues of the day 
seem to the pastor and congregation.  According to Doughtery and Emerson, one of the 
major drivers in a multiethnic church is its location (Doughtery and Emerson 5-7).  The 
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question remains: Do churches in urban environments consider politics more because of 
location or do they choose the location because of a commitment to tackle social issues?   
Biblical Lens.  When considering Paul’s strategies for planting churches, he was 
selective in choosing cities and locations, many being strategic coastal cities.  In Acts 17 
while Paul was on reprieve from a situation that was getting hostile in Berea, he found 
himself drawn right back into the action of another city.  We see this in Acts 17:16, “Now 
while Paul was waiting for them at Athens, his spirit was being provoked within him as 
he was observing the city full of idols.”  Guess where Paul ended up next: in the 
synagogue and in the market place.  There was something about Paul’s ministry that drew 
him into the center of the action.  If we are to pray and believe for God’s kingdom to 
come on earth as it is in earth, then it should be common for believers to be found where 
the action is in the city.     
Sixth Finding: Black pastors have used courageous conversations as a primary way 
to address challenges: 
Personal Lens.  Courageous conversations were one major way that Black 
pastors responded question 17 on the survey, “How do you navigate these challenges?”  
Open dialogue has been a tool that has been used in our local context even as a diverse 
church.  These are conversations outside of the Sunday morning worship experience that 
have opened the door to talk about race and justice.  In preparation for these 
conversations, I took our staff through a workbook entitled, “Multiethnic Conversations,” 
during our Tuesday staff meetings.  This allowed for honest conversation, and it revealed 
a variety of experiences and ways of seeing the world.  This was very helpful in 
preparing us for the conversations that were later opened to the rest of the congregation.   
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Some congregants even expressed concern and anxiety about having these meetings.  
However, many of them pushed through and added richly to the conversations.  As a 
result our faith community grew. 
Literature Review Lens.  One thing that my Literature Review revealed was that 
people of different ethnicities often see race from a different lens.  In general, Whites 
have developed a mindset that is more individualistic and Blacks see life through a 
collectivism lens (DeYmaz and Okuwobi 100).  This means that we must be willing to 
risk the hard conversations in order to close the gap of perspective.  Gregg Okesson, 
professor of cross-communication, remarked on this idea, “Cross-cultural communication 
is hard work.  It requires letting go of the privilege of always being understood and the 
luxury of acting intuitively” (Okesson 8/10/17).  Courageous conversations will demand 
courage from both the listener and the person being listened to.        
Biblical Lens.  The early church was no stranger to having challenging 
conversations.  Acts 15 is a great example of the wrestling that took place between the 
leaders in the church about making room for different people groups in the faith. “After 
there had been much debate…” (Acts 15:7).  Debate was necessary to come to the truth.  
I believe we can easily mistake debate as being a negative tool used to drive us apart 
rather than a healthy tool to bring us closer together.   
Courageous conversations were not only done in major counsels but also on an 
individual basis.  In Galatians, Paul recounts a courageous conversation he had with Peter 
while in Antioch: “But when I saw that they were not straightforward about the truth of 
the gospel, I said to Cephas in the presence of all, ‘If you, being a Jew, live like the 
Gentiles and not like the Jews, how is it that you compel the Gentiles to live like Jews?’” 
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(Gal. 2:14). Paul was willing to openly and boldly confront a brother in Christ about 
racist actions.  Courageous conversations will require truth telling and humility.   
Ministry Implications of the Findings 
The study’s findings in this project can have a profound impact on any pastor 
desiring to lead in our multiethnic culture whether current pastors or church planters.  
Included in the list of those affected by this research are the denominations and church 
planting networks that train and commission these pastors.  This research will also speak 
to the staff and leadership teams of multiethnic churches.  Finally, this research has 
implications for other researchers looking into this new space of multiethnic ministry. 
Pastors of Established Churches and Church Planters 
            For pastors desiring to lead multiethnic churches, there are plenty of materials on 
multiethnic churches but very little if any emphasis on the unique differences based on 
the ethnicity of the leader.  The result has left many Black pastors, or other pastors with a 
heart to see more Black pastors in leadership in multiethnic churches, with a desire for 
more answers and more understanding.  In an interview, one Black pastor said, “I think 
we need more tangible resources.  More tangible resources to help us do this.  And then 
secondly, this is key, we need more forums, opportunities, and mediums that are African 
American led where African American faith leaders can talk about how does someone 
like me cast his vision and do this” (BP2-I).  It is important for pastors, especially pastors 
of color, to know they are not alone in their multiethnic journey.  It is also important for 
Black pastors to better grasp the nature of the issues they will face when leading 
multiethnic congregations.  There are challenges that everyone leading a multiethnic 
church will face, such as political challenges and cultural misunderstandings; however, 
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this research can help pastors begin to identify possible challenges that are uniquely 
based on ethnicity.  
         In preparing to lead multiethnic churches, Black pastors will also have to go beyond 
skill development and wrestle with a conviction development of sorts.  In other words, 
the challenges for Black people leading a multiethnic church goes beyond “how to.”  
Black pastors often risk giving up parts of their culture in order to lead multiethnic 
churches.  One pastor said, “We wanted to make sure that we were incorporating diverse 
music but not to the point of losing our afro-centricity and the expressions and 
experiences that we grew up with that are very familiar to us” (BP3-I).  Pastors can ask 
the hard questions about the expressions of worship they want as part of their corporate 
gatherings.  Another conviction pastors must develop is what political allegiances they 
are willing to give up and which ones are they not.  As one Black pastor mentioned, he 
wanted to “still  be open to the issues that directly affect the African American 
community even though we wanted to grow a multiethnic congregation” (BP3-I). Black 
pastors must become clear in certain multiethnic convictions and go beyond skill 
development if they will lead integrated multiethnic churches. 
 Denominations and Church Planting Networks 
          It is not only the pastors who are implicated in this research but also the 
denominations to whom they belong.  Many denominations are intentionally identifying, 
equipping, and launching new church planters into cities across the United States.  Some 
are even doing this with intentionality to plant multiethnic churches.  However, the way 
that denominations train and support pastors of multiethnic congregations will have to 
shift in consideration of these findings.  There are challenges that are different for Black 
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pastors, and I suspect other minorities as well.  This means training will have to be 
specialized to some degree with Black pastors.  Denominations seeking to train pastors 
and leaders are going to have to consider the credibility issue with Black pastors in 
leadership.  Some attention needs to go to training not only the lead pastors but also the 
staff that are supporting them.  Denominations need to include thinking politically as a 
part of developing strategy.  Looking back at an earlier chart, we saw in our study that 
half the participants in our surveys, both Black and White pastors, saw navigating politics 
as a challenge in leading multiethnic churches.  Lastly, denominations can develop tools 
that can encourage courageous conversations within their denominational local churches.  
Staff and Leadership Teams 
          Leadership plays a vital role in the success of any multiethnic church. From our 
survey question 16, six of ten White pastors saw leadership as a top five challenge and 
five of ten Black pastors did as well (See table 4.3).  However, the leadership 
responsibility of creating a climate that fosters healthy multiethnic ministry has to go 
beyond the senior pastor. As the team becomes more aware of the challenges that are 
faced from pastors, they are better equipped to be a support to the pastor and the vision of 
the church; this is especially true for staff members who are not of the same ethnicity as 
the pastor.  The assumption that teams understand their own potential biases towards their 
own leaders should be avoided.            
          In cases where non-Black staff members are being led by Black pastors, there is 
tremendous opportunity to be intentional in showing support and honor.  One of the 
major findings in this study is that Black pastors often feel the pressure to prove credible 
enough to lead non-Blacks.  In response to a survey question, one pastor said he faced 
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Caucasian males “that have no acculturation into following an African American spiritual 
leader” (BP3-Q).  Team members can show honor and bring support to the pastor in ways 
that informs the rest of the congregation on how to respond. 
           I also want to challenge worship leaders and music directors.  This research found 
that one of the concerns of Black pastors is abandoning Black expressions of worship.  
Music plays a large part of that.  During an interview, a Black pastor said, “I’ve always 
challenged our worship leaders to be diverse.  We got to have hymns, we got to have all 
of this, but I’ve just noticed the default is always to go toward white contemporary 
worship.  Like it’s just that it’s the easiest way to go” (BP1-I).  If the multiethnic church 
where you lead only sings songs that are more normative in white culture, then give 
alternatives.  Challenge your praise teams and band members to move beyond their 
comfort zone. 
Other Rbesearchers 
Multiethnic ministry is a fairly new field of research.  A lot has been written as of 
late from sociologist and pastors alike.  This research reminds us that we, as researchers, 
need to keep seeking answers to understand multiethnic churches and the people who 
lead them.  Black pastors have unique challenges and opportunities in multicultural 
spaces that need more exploration.  I am grateful to researchers such as Korie Edwards 
and Kevin Dougherty that have taken on this challenge as well.  The Black pastors 






Limitations of the Study 
One limitation of this study is that it focused only on Blacks and Whites leading 
multiethnic churches.  This narrow focus was due to the time limitation and personal 
interest based on experience.  I would like to see if there is any variance in the findings 
by looking at those who identify outside of these binary categories.  For example, “Fewer 
Latinos were in multicultural congregations in 2012 than were in 1998” (Dougherty and 
Emerson 18).  Would looking at Latino pastors leading multiethnic churches reveal the 
reason for this decrease?  While keeping in mind this limitation, focusing on Black and 
White pastors is a great start for understanding the leadership of multiethnic ministries 
because the deepest divide has been historically and remains between Black and White 
people in the United States.  This is why Michael Emerson defined a racialized society to 
“mean primarily the black-white divide” (Emerson and Smith 11). Looking at these two 
binary categories does not limit further study; it actually helps propel study of other 
ethnicities further.   
Another limitation is that I did not distinguish between men and women in my 
participants.  It is possible that Black women pastors would respond with different 
challenges than Black men pastors.  The demographic part of the survey could have 
asked a specific question about gender.  Gender diversity could add an interesting 
component in further study. 
A practical limitation was the geographical location of participants. One benefit 
for expanding the geographic pool is to see if the surveys would yield the same results if 
done in different regions of the country.  For example, do pastors in California have the 
same issues as those living in the Deep South?  This could allow for some interesting 
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findings.  Another benefit is that it would have helped to identify more participants that 
fit the selection criteria.  It was more difficult than originally thought to find participants 
that would benefit the study.  However, although this research only focused on Ohio and 
surrounding states, it laid the groundwork for further study with a wider geographical 
pool.  If the pool opens up broader within the United States, then there should continue to 
be regional consideration to compare and contrast how pastors in different parts of the 
country respond.  Rather than the local geographical pool being a limitation, I saw it as a 
necessary starting point to understand this phenomenon nationwide.     
Unexpected Observations 
I found surprises in the findings from the research and in the process of research 
itself.  One of the main surprises in the research is that Black pastors struggle with the 
feeling of abandoning Black expressions of worship.  I was initially concerned with the 
idea of multiethnic churches abandoning Black expressions of worship but that was with 
the assumption that it was not Black pastors leading.   
Along with that finding, I was also surprised by the correlation between location 
and viewing politics as a major challenge in leading the church.  The amount of pastors 
who were in urban environments were much more likely to see politics as a challenge 
than those who pastor churches in the suburbs.   
The process of research brought about unanticipated findings as well.  In the 
beginning of this process, I was optimistic about the number of participants I would get to 
be a part of the research.  However, I found it more difficult to find pastors that lead 
multiethnic churches.  When I found them, it was a challenge to get the pastors to 
respond to emails, texts, and phone calls.  In my preparation, I originally planned on 
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using Ohio as my delimitation.  I figured that through all the major cities in Ohio there 
would be enough pastors leading churches that fit within my selection criteria to reach a 
saturation point.  However, I realized that there were not as many multiethnic churches in 
my area that I was aware of as I previously thought.  This seems to underscore the 
importance of this study.  
       As a result of the difficulty in finding churches that met my selection criteria, I chose 
to broaden my pool to include pastors located within a five-hour drive of Cincinnati.  
This opened the door for pastors in Indiana, Tennessee, and Kentucky to be a part of our 
study.  I also utilized one person in the survey, BP5, whose church was not quite 
consistently 80/20 in ethnic breakdown, but they were intentionally heading in that 
direction.     
One realization that I had was that not every pastor was willing to do the survey.  
One Black pastor in Ohio graciously declined to do the interview.  He would have been a 
good fit within my selection criteria.  I did not initially consider how participation in this 
research could make some pastors feel uncomfortable.  There were other pastors who 
showed an initial willingness but were slow in their response.  
Evaluation of Study 
            The findings in my study were helpful to me as a pastor practitioner which causes 
me to believe it will be beneficial to other pastors with a desire to lead multiethnic 
churches.  While my pool of people fell within a limited range close to Cincinnati, this 
lead to further my curiosity.  What would happen if I expand my pool to pastors in 
churches throughout the US?  What if instead of ten Black pastors compared to ten White 
pastors, we had hundreds of participants?  This study was helpful within the scope of this 
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dissertation but it leads to further questions that can be answered in other studies.  This 
will be spelled out in more detail in my recommendation section.   
Recommendations 
There was a lot of learning that came from this study, but I found that my learning 
was not only in my six findings about Black-led multiethnic churches, my learning was 
also in understanding how to do research effectively.  I identified a couple of areas of 
recommendation for those that would further this study: get more demographic questions 
at the beginning of the surveys and broaden the geographic pool of participants.  I also 
included a recommendation for pastors and denominations that desire to equip and 
empower more pastors of multiethnic churches. 
Recommendation 1: More Demographic Questions 
There were a few demographic questions that could have been asked that would 
have given me more preciseness in my study. I asked about the participants’ ethnicity but 
I did not ask about gender.  I am not sure if gender would have played a factor in 
identifying anything useful in my findings.  Also, I asked if the church became 
multiethnic through church planting, transition, or merger.  What I failed to find is if the 
transition or merger happened under the current pastor.  For instance, the current pastor 
may not have been there when the church initially transitioned.  I think this could have 
yielded more information concerning whether or not the ethnicity of the pastor had any 






Recommendation 2: Broaden Geographical Pool 
Another recommendation that was referenced in my unexpected observations is to 
broaden the geographic pool of participants.  One reason for this is that although there are 
more multiethnic churches in the US than before, they can still be difficult to find.  
Another reason for expanding the geographic pool is to see if the surveys would yield the 
same results if done in different regions of the country.  For example, do pastors in 
California have the same issues as those living in the Deep South?  This could allow for 
some interesting findings.  While my research was a good start, I believe that the next 
step is to take this research beyond the Midwest region.     
Recommendation 3: Disciple in Politics 
Congregations and denominations need to become more intentional in discipling 
congregations on how to think politically.  Politics was a challenge for Black and White 
pastors leading multiethnic churches.  However, it seems that few are given the tools on 
how to navigate these challenges.  I recommend denominations creating discipleship 
tools that hit the subject of politics head on or at least identifying ones that already exist 
and align with their convictions.   
Postscript 
In understanding the maturation process of group development, psychologist 
Bruce Tuckman used the motif of forming, storming, norming, and performing.  In my 
reflection on this dissertation journey, I have undergone my own version of forming, 
storming, norming, and performing as it relates to my learning. 
Forming. In the beginning of this process, I had to settle on a topic and an 
approach to this topic.  I chose to study the dynamics of Black-led multiethnic churches.  
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While I was interested in this topic, there was an initial hesitation to not be the guy who 
always has to bring the issue of race into conversations.  Could I live with this topic for 
three years?  What about studying other ethnicities beyond Black people?  I eventually 
gave myself permission to ignore, or at least move beyond, these concerns and embrace 
this topic.  As a Black pastor leading a multiethnic church in close relationship with other 
Black pastors either leading or desiring to lead multiethnic churches, I saw this as a very 
exciting topic.  From the beginning, I only wanted to study this topic if I thought it could 
bring useful information to other leaders. 
Storming. The inner conflict did not really surface until I got deep into my 
Literature Review.  During my research, I studied the history of the Protestant Church in 
the United States as it relates to racism.  It was difficult for me to come to terms with the 
way that many Christians justified slavery using Scripture and were complicit in giving 
theological rationale for racism and oppression.  The birthing of the Black church came 
about due to rejection from white brothers and sisters.  However, I did find some 
encouragement in seeing that while some Christians used the scripture to divide and 
oppress, others used the same Bible to promote unity and equality.   
Along with the painful reality of past racism in the church I found myself 
wrestling with the concept introduced to me from Dr. Korie Edwards: the normalization 
of whiteness.  As I began to look around and even do my own surveys and interviews, I 
saw this to be a prevalent challenge in multiethnic churches even to this day.  However, 
my disappointment with this issue caused me to look more in the mirror as a Black pastor 
in a multiethnic church and multiethnic denomination.   
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Norming. In the midst of all my learning, I had to ask the question of who I 
wanted to be as a leader.  I could no longer go back to who I was before this project 
began.  I have found myself embracing more elements of my Blackness in my preaching 
and worship services.  I have found myself more willing to be vocal about racial and 
social issues.  I have also found myself more sympathetic to the challenges White pastors 
face when leading as well.   
Beyond what I have learned, I have been opened to new areas of learning.  I have 
already grown in my interest in other subjects surrounding my topic.  I also have enjoyed 
learning how to research.  I feel as if I did another research project I would be better just 
from my sheer experience.     
Performing. If all my learning on this subject over the last three years does not 
make me a better pastor and more equipped to help other pastors, then this was a waste of 
time.  Fortunately, I know at the very least I have been helped and as a result my 
congregation has as well.  I feel a responsibility with this information.  Throughout this 
study, I have taught on Black-led multiethnic churches in multiple contexts.  I have had 
countless personal conversations with other pastors and leaders as well.  Along with the 
pastors I have talked with about my material, I have talked mostly with my wife.  My 
wife, Chavonne, who also has been in her own educational journey with a second 
Masters, has grown and learned with me.  I am grateful for the rich conversations we 
have had about Black-led multiethnic churches together.       
Through this process, I have drawn a conclusion that has shaped how I even 
discuss multiethnic churches.  While I remain a strong proponent of multiethnic churches, 
I do not promote all multiethnic churches.  An assimilated multiethnic church is actually 
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more dangerous than a homogeneous church.  In any deep relationship, there are 
adjustments and considerations that people make in order to be part.  However, if one 
person changes to be part of the relationship and others do not, then that is not a healthy 
relationship.  If Black pastors have to leave all vestiges of their blackness in order to be 
accommodating to a multiethnic environment, then I believe that it is best to remain 





APPENDIX A. CONSENT FORM 
The purpose of this research project is to provide minority pastors, with an 
emphasis on those who are African Americans, with tools to understand the nature of 
planting and leading multiethnic churches by identifying the unique barriers and best 
practices in Black-led multiethnic churches in the state of Ohio.  This is a research project 
being conducted by Brian Taylor at Asbury Theological Seminary. You are invited to 
participate in this research project because you are a pastor of a multiethnic church and 
your input is valuable to this project. 
Your participation in this research study is voluntary. You may choose not to 
participate. If you decide to participate in this research survey, you may withdraw at any 
time.  If you decide not to participate in this study or if you withdraw from participating 
at any time, you will not be penalized. 
The procedure involves filling an online questionnaire that will take 
approximately 20 minutes. Your responses will be confidential and your name and email 
will not be reflected in this project or shared with others. The questions will be about 
your experiences leading a multiethnic church. 
We will do our best to keep your information confidential. All data is stored in a 
password protected electronic format. To help protect your confidentiality, the 
questionnaires will not contain information that will personally identify you. The results 
of this study will be used for scholarly purposes only and may be shared with 
representatives from Asbury Theological Seminary. 
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If you have any questions about the research study, please contact Brian Taylor at 
brian.taylor@asburyseminary.edu. This research has been reviewed according to Asbury 





APPENDIX B. QUESTIONNAIRE/INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
QP questions:  
Demographic Questions 
1. What is your role with your church and how long have you served in that 
role? 
2. How old is your church? 
3. How many weekly attendees do you typically have in your church? 
4. Which of these descriptions best describe how you identify? Black/African 
American, White/Caucasian, Latino, Middle Eastern, Asian, Other 
5. What is the approximate ethnic breakdown (by %) of your congregation on a 
typical Sunday service? 
6. How did your church become multiethnic? Circle One 
a. Church planting phase 
b. Transitioned (please include year) 
c. Merger (please include year) 
7. Are you part of a denomination or network of churches?  If so, which one? 





Please answer the following questions by circling one answer:  
Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree 
 
9. I was involved in some diverse organizations/sports that helped prepare me for 
leadership in a multiethnic environment. 
Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree 
 
10. I frequently experience conflict when selecting music that connects with the 
diverse group of people in my church. 




11. I have addressed racial issues on a Sunday morning and/or with members in my 
church within the last two years. 
Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree 
 
12. Our congregation expects me to address racial issues when they come up from the 
pulpit and at other times. 
Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree 
 
13. Our church consistently participates in outreach opportunities in diverse 
communities. 
Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree 
 
14. I frequently feel the need to adjust my leadership style to accommodate the 
diverse group of people in my church. 
Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree 
 
15. I frequently feel the need to adjust my preaching style to accommodate the diverse 
group of people in my church. 
Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree 
 
Please answer the following questions in the space provided: 
16. Can you identify your top five challenges in leading a multiethnic church? 






(These are the general questions that I started out with in the interview).   
3. Have you experienced any challenges in leading a multiethnic church?  If so, 
what kind of challenges have you had to deal with? 
4. How have you and your team dealt with those challenges? 
 
(Below are more specific questions that I was able to refer to when needed during the 
interview). 
Worship: 
3. How would you describe the music aspect of worship? 
a. Possible follow-up question: Do you provide musical styles and cultural 
representation of diverse styles of people groups not present in your 
congregation? 
4. Do you experience any challenges in music selection that connects with the 
diverse group of people in your church? If so, how do you handle that challenge? 
 
Leadership 
6. Were there any experiences helped prepare you for leading in a multiethnic 
context? 
7. Was diversity a consideration in developing your leadership team?  If so, explain. 
8. Are there any challenges that arise from leading in a multiethnic context and if so 
how do you handle those challenges? 
9. What resources or groups have you sought out to assist you with multiethnic 
challenges you face as a pastor and community leader? 
10. What is the ethnic makeup of your close friends? 
 
Addressing racial issues 
6. Have you addressed racial issues on a Sunday morning or to your leaders in your 
church within the last two years?  If so, please describe. 
7. Have you preached any sermons dealing with race/diversity? 
8. Has there been any issues concerning race within your congregation that you 
have had to address at some point?  If so, what happened and how did you 
address it? 
9. How do you feel when addressing racial issues? 
10. Have you had members leave because of your stance on multiethnic issues?  






3. What does evangelism in your church context look like? 
4. Are there any specific demographics (age, neighborhoods, ethnicities, etc.) that 







APPENDIX C. CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT 
This form may be used for individuals hired to conduct specific research tasks, e.g., recording or 
editing image or sound data, transcribing, interpreting, translating, entering data, destroying data. 
 
Project title -  
 
I,      ,       (specific 
job description, e.g., interpreter/translator)  
have been hired to  
 
I agree to - 
 
5. Keep all the research information shared with me confidential by not discussing or sharing the 
research information in any form or format (e.g., disks, tapes, transcripts) with anyone other than 
the Researcher(s). 
 
6. Keep all research information in any form or format (e.g., disks, tapes, transcripts) secure while it 
is in my possession. 
 
7. Return all research information in any form or format (e.g., disks, tapes, transcripts) to the 
Researcher(s) when I have completed the research tasks. 
 
8. After consulting with the Researcher(s), erase or destroy all research information in any form or 
format regarding this research project that is not returnable to the Researcher(s) (e.g., information 


















                        (Print Name)             (Signature)       
(Date) 
 
The plan for this study has been reviewed for its adherence to ethical guidelines and approved by 
IRB (Internal Review Board) at Asbury Theological Seminary.  For questions regarding participant rights 
and ethical conduct of research, contact the IRB at Asbury Theological Seminary or email the researcher 
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